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Executive Summary
Introduction
A study has been completed for TfGM and Wigan Council, working in conjunction with Network Rail
and Warrington Borough Council, to examine a strategic high level transport business case for rail
service and infrastructure improvements in the Leigh Area.
A range of options were considered and following a sifting exercise, a number of preferred options
were identified. The criteria for sifting the preferred options included assessment of rail operational
issues (reflecting the proposed Northern Hub changes), policy fit, value for money, deliverability and
affordability. This sifting process was based on a standard methodology adopted for many major
transport projects seeking funding from Central and Local Government.
Preferred Options and Costs
The preferred options, accompanied by the capital and operating costs of each, are summarised in
Table 1. The range covers a new station in the Pennington area (south-west of the Atherleigh Way / St
Helens Road junction and adjacent to the fire station) with services operating to Manchester,
Warrington and Liverpool, and a shuttle service to a new station on the Chat Moss line (all proposed
on the existing rail line would be in Warrington Borough, so outside of Greater Manchester). Also
included in the options is a new station on the Chat Moss Line at either Glazebury or near Kenyon. All
services and stations are assumed to have a half-hourly service in each direction of travel, to fit with
TfGM minimum desired service level. Tests have considered a less frequent service at hourly.
Initial rail operational assessments have been completed assuming the proposed Northern Hub
infrastructure improvements and timetable adjustments being developed by Network Rail in
consultation with the Train Operating Companies and Passenger Transport Executives. The ability to
accommodate additional Leigh Area services is dependant upon the location, for example what is
possible along the Chat Moss line might not be possible elsewhere. The Chat Moss route is likely to
have capacity for additional trains because, with the proposed three minute headways, in theory 20
tph should be possible, but in practice Network Rail run at a maximum of 80% of capacity, to allow for
the mix of train types, stopping patterns and freight trains. Therefore 16 trains per hour are likely to be
the maximum number that can be operated on the Chat Moss line; however constraints elsewhere on
the network also have to be taken into account.
Travelling eastwards to Manchester from Leigh, the first major constraint is the Ordsall Lane Junction
where the Chat Moss line crosses routes from Bolton and Wigan to Piccadilly. The corridor from
Castlefield to Piccadilly is already at capacity under the Hub proposals which means that any new
Leigh area services would have to serve Victoria. Westwards towards Warrington Bank Quay and
Liverpool Lime Street, further network constraints restrict additional services being added to the
network without other services being displaced or reductions in service stopping patterns.
Based on initial assessments of potential demand catchments and evidence from existing stations in
the local area, it was very evident that the main access mode to any of the new station options would
be car. This is due to the lower density population areas within a reasonable walking distance
catchment (800m based on evidence of existing rail stations) and the limited bus services routing in
close proximity. Costs for a park and ride site, including highway improvements, have been
investigated. A station at Kenyon requires a new link road between the East Lancashire Road and the
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station site. Proposals for park and ride, of up to 350 spaces, may not be fully supported through the
emerging local transport strategies due to limited sustainable travel options, and could generate
localised transport concerns for neighbouring communities.
Table 1: Summary of Options
Total Infrastructure
Costs

Annual Operating and
Maintenance Costs

Option 1 - Pennington to Manchester Victoria
Service

£63.1

£4.6

Option 2 - Warrington to Manchester Victoria
via Pennington

£101.3

£7.5

Option 3 - Pennington Station with rail
shuttle service to Kenyon, plus link to Leigh
Town Centre

£47.9

£2.1

Option 4 - New Station at Glazebury

£11.1

£0.5

Option 5 - New Station at Kenyon with Road
Link and Bus Shuttle Services

£17.2

£1.2

Option

Note: all values are presented in £m’s in 2016 outturn prices (including Optimism Bias at 66%
based on DfT WebTAG standard rate for a rail scheme are preliminary stage of design).
Appraisal of Options
The value for money analysis included an economic appraisal, which required the generation of the
DfT’s BCR values. The benefits of the options were estimated using the TfGM SPM2PT model (public
transport assignment model) for the County, a local Park & Ride Model and the standard TfGM
appraisal template. Included in the template were revenue impacts for all public transport modes and
scheme costs, including capital, maintenance, renewals and operating costs.
The do-minimum network against which options were compared included the Northern Hub
infrastructure and service pattern proposals, electrification of the Chat Moss route, the Leigh Salford
Manchester Busway and other committed TPD – Transport Development Programme - schemes in the
County. Development assumptions for the Leigh Area were reviewed in the appraisal process to
reflect the latest proposals. The assumptions indicate significant growth in the area, pointing to
potential opportunities for rail travel in the future.
The headline results of the demand and revenue forecasting and the value for money appraisal are
reported in Tables 2 and 3. The first table presents the economic appraisal results and the second table
provides a comparison of revenues and also operating and maintenance costs.
The net annual revenue figures generated for each option are compared against operating costs, as
shown in Table 3. All options fail to generate enough revenue to cover operating costs, hence a
subsidy would be required of over £5m p.a. (2016 prices) for Option 2.
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Table 2: Economic Appraisal Results

Option
Option 1- Pennington to Manchester Victoria
Service
Option 2- Warrington to Manchester Victoria
via Pennington
Option 3- Pennington Station with rail shuttle
service to Kenyon, plus link to Leigh Town
Centre
Option 4- New Station at Glazebury
Option 5- New Station at Kenyon with Road
Link and Bus Shuttle Services

Annual
Passenger
Demand

Benefits
PVB

Costs PVC

Benefits:
Cost Ratio
BCR

375,000

60.6

68.3

0.89

567,000

111.6

120.2

0.93

270,000

4.8

47.0

0.10

144,000

9.3

7.4

1.25

303,000

20.0

14.3

1.40

Note: all benefits and costs are presented in £m’s in 2002 present values
Table 3: Financial Impacts
Annual
Gross
Revenue

Annual Net
Revenue

Annual
Operating &
Maintenance

Annual
Subsidy

Option 1- Pennington to
Manchester Victoria Service

£2.6

£1.6

£4.6

£2.9

Option 2- Warrington to
Manchester Victoria via
Pennington

£3.6

£2.2

£7.5

£5.2

Option 3- Pennington Station
with rail shuttle service to
Kenyon, plus link to Leigh Town
Centre

£0.6

£0.4

£2.1

£1.6

Option 4- New Station at
Glazebury

£0.4

£0.3

£0.5

£0.2

Option 5- New Station at Kenyon
with Road Link and Bus Shuttle
Services

£1.5

£0.6

£1.2

£0.6

Option

Note: all values are presented in £m’s and in 2016 outturn prices. Fare growth is assumed to be
RPI+1% p.a.
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The forecasting of demand and revenue, and the subsequent appraisal of options, has demonstrated
that the Pennington station options (1 and 2) generate a strong level of demand that is comparable to
other stations in the area. Levels of passenger benefit are also high, reflecting the travel time savings
these options would generate. However, given the very significant capital and operating costs for the
schemes, the value for money case is poor and the transport economic benefits fail to exceed the costs,
and the revenues fail to cover operating costs leaving a very significant subsidy requirement. In order
for a scheme to gain funding approval from the Department for Transport, the benefits must be at
least 2.0 times the costs. Hence, the option of a station in Pennington, with rail link, would not pass
the basic criteria set by the most important UK funding agency. The appraisal does not include wider
regeneration benefits, as the appraisal has focussed purely on transport benefits at this stage of the
assessment. This approach is consistent with the requirements of the DfT for a major scheme bid.
The options (3, 4 and 5) for a new station on the Chat Moss line with access mode improvements
provided through better highway links to the site and a network of feeder bus services, provide
moderate demand levels and benefits. The benefits of option 4 only just cover costs and for option 5
are above 1.0 the costs, but well below the value of 2.0 required by the DfT for possible funding. The
benefits of strong bus feeder services are shown in Option 5, and there could be merit in linking such
services to the committed LSM – Leigh Salford Manchester Busway.
The case for the scheme is very sensitive to assumptions on cost and the potential negative impacts to
through passenger demand resulting from increased journey times in the timetables to accommodate
the additional stop. If the latter is increased, the station reduces in value for money to a BCR just
above 1.0. Option 3, the shuttle service, has a BCR of only 0.1. The appraisal reflected increased traffic
congestion in the future and the larger time savings benefits the rail service will offer over the car.
The headline results of a number of key sensitivity tests on Options 2 and 5 are provided in Tables 4
and 5.
Table 4: Sensitivity Testing – Option 2
Sensitivity Test - Option 2

Benefits PVB

Costs PVC

BCR

Option 2- Warrington Bank Quay to Manchester
Victoria via Pennington

111.6

120.2

0.93

Option 2 - Fares at RPI+3%

102.1

100.8

1.01

Option 2 - Exclude Staffing and Booking Office
Option 2 – Reduced Rolling Stock Requirements by
25% so reducing leasing costs

111.6

115.1

0.97

111.6

101.3

1.10

Option 2 - Stobart Costs

111.6

106.8

1.05

Option 2 - Stobart Costs with Hourly Service
Option 2 - Stobart Costs, Hourly Service and Higher
Growth

88.2

76.1

1.16

103.2

69.9

1.48

Option 2- Assume 44% OB instead of 66% OB

111.6

115.3

0.97

Note: all benefits and costs are presented in £m’s and in 2002 present values as required by DfT for
a major scheme business case.
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Table 5: Sensitivity Testing – Option 5
Sensitivity Test - Option 5
Option 5- New Station at Kenyon with Highway
Link and Shuttle Buses
Option 5 - Fares at RPI+3%
Option 5 - Higher Demand Growth
Option 5 - Unstaffed Station and No Booking Office
Option 5 - Greater Disbenefits to Through
Passengers
Option 5 - Less Feeder Services

Benefits PVB

Costs PVC

BCR

20.0

14.3

1.40

18.3

9.1

2.02

23.4

12.2

1.92

20.0

13.5

1.48

16.0

15.5

1.03

13.9

12.8

1.09

Note: all benefits and costs are presented in £m’s and in 2002 present values as required by DfT for
a major scheme business case.
Recommended Strategy
Considering the findings of the study, the following recommendations are made for further action
should a decision be made to continue to promote rail improvements in the Leigh area.
Regarding the Pennington station options, the costs of constructing a station and spur, plus the
operating costs of the new service are high when compared to the projected benefits. Whilst the
forecasting shows strong demand and revenue for a station at Pennington, the net operating subsidy
is high, meaning that it is challenging to see how this option could be taken forward solely in a
transport context. A wider business case, which included regeneration benefits to Leigh, could be
explored in the context of supporting potential future funding bids, but the significant gap between
costs and projected benefits of the scheme must be recognised.
The options for a station sited on the Chat Moss railway line station also have overall benefits that are
relatively low in relation to the costs, and fall short of current DfT guidance for taking transport
schemes forwards.
Recognising the challenges set out in the report, the ability to take any of the options forward would
require significant funding given the assessments against DfT business case requirements. The actions
below are suggested in order to take advantage of any future funding opportunities:

•

Funding Routes. There would need to be an investigation of all possible other sources of
funding for the scheme, including for example funding sources related to regeneration
programmes, or development-led contributions. The opportunities for new developments
around the proposed station sites are however limited by Green Belt and other constraints. This
study case has considered only the transport benefits of the proposed options. There may be
merit in the scheme being reviewed in terms of the wider economic regeneration benefits (e.g.
GVA benefits). Such work was outside the remit of this study.
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•

Operational Assessment. There would need to be a detailed assessment of possible railway
timetables (including the impacts to all services in the Chat Moss corridor), and an
understanding of any increased travel time to existing passengers through additional stops or
reliability issues. Issues need to be assessed given the possible impact of other proposals in the
Northern Hub timetables, as the changes in the Leigh Area services may have wider negative
consequences.

•

Scheme Costs.

There would need to be detailed surveys and more robust estimates of costs,

including capital and operating costs, to ensure all items are covered and risk and contingency
are fully reflected.

•

Baseline Demand. Given the high proportion of existing rail demand forecasted to switch to
using the new stations, a better understanding of current travel patterns at these stations is
suggested. Also, the forecasting models used for the assessment are very focused on trips within
and to Greater Manchester; hence more travel data representing Leigh area trips to Warrington
and Merseyside should be collected.

Given the challenges associated with the options set out above there may also be merit in examining
options that improve access to existing railway stations.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Report Purpose
This report has been prepared for Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) and
Wigan Council, working in conjunction with Network Rail and Warrington
Borough Council, and looks at the operational and transport economic case for
heavy rail services to be introduced in the Leigh area.

1.2

Project Overview
The Leigh Area Rail Study seeks to recognise the views of the people of Leigh, and
inform the process of determining what transport options should be developed in
order to enhance the Leigh area. The study area is shown in Figure 1.1 in the
context of the heavy rail infrastructure that currently exists beyond the Leigh urban
centre.
In developing the strategy a number of key issues have been addressed. The prime
aim is the inform the transport strategy for the Borough of Wigan, and to do so in
time to feed into the consultation process due to commence later in 2011.
The North West is in the process of a major overhaul of the rail offer to passengers.
Capacity constraints at some key centres in the Manchester area in particular will
be relaxed as a result. On this basis the opportunity presents itself to do so much
more with the rail offering in the region. The Leigh area is particularly poorly
served by rail services. Resulting high car mode share and increases in population
through housing developments are exacerbating congestion on the regional
highway networks.
The identification of the problems in the area and opportunities presented by
committed and proposed rail investment make the Leigh proposals opportune in
timing with the potential to provide sustainable solutions to transport issues in the
area.
The Transport for Leigh campaign (TfL) is advocating proposals for heavy rail in
Leigh that would provide a link from the Chat Moss (Manchester to Liverpool, via
Newton-le-Willows) line, to a new station in Pennington, near to the St Helens
Road / Atherleigh Way junction, on the edge of Leigh town centre. The distance at
over 2km of the site from the centre of population and Leigh town centre would
result in a connecting bus journey being required for those without access to a car,
in addition to further potential interchange being required in Manchester for some
destinations, as already applies to many rail trips in the Greater Manchester area.
This study has investigated the viability of the above outline proposals alongside a
number of other potential rail options. The testing of options has incorporate
demand modelling and economic appraisal, alongside an assessment of the ability
to deliver any such proposal (planning permissions, environmental constraints,
funding etc). The assessment of rail proposals has taken into account the
integration with future developments and other transport proposals such as the
Leigh-Salford Manchester Guided Busway.
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Figure 1.1: Leigh Study Area
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1.3

Study Scope
The focus of this study is a “High Level” strategic assessment of the options for
development of rail services to serve the Leigh area.
Outputs from the study are recommendations for further action, if a decision is
made to promote rail improvements in the Leigh area further, consistant with the
core objectives below
•

Policy Fit;

•

Value for money and affordability; and

•

Deliverability – planning, implementation, operation and funding.

A number of options of alignment and variants of supporting infrastructure have
been considered. The project has sifted through these and developed a rationale for
making specific recommendations about what’s in and what’s out of the final
strategy. Sitting alongside such optioneering is the high level BCR to prove the
overall value of the scheme, and an identification of specific show-stoppers that
need further investigation if the project is to be progressed.
The approach adapted to completing this technical study is based on well
established processes defined by key funding agencies in the UK, namely the
Department for Transport (DfT) and Network Rail (NR).
The DfT and NR have produced extensive guidance on the development and
appraisal of major transport schemes, as defined in WebTAG - website for
Transport Appraisal Guidance, and GRIP – Governance to Rail Investment Projects
and the approach to this study follows at a high level the core objectives as listed
above.

1.4

Data and Information Used in the Study
This study has made use of the following sources of information:

1.5

•

DfT’s WebTAG and Network Rail GRIP guidance.

•

Census 2001 Data (accessed via Neighbourhood Statistics)

•

National Rail Travel Survey (supplied by DfT on behalf of Wigan Council)

•

National Rail Timetables

•

Office of Rail Regulation Patronage Data

•

Wigan Congestion Study: GMTU Report 1639

•

Wigan Core Strategy Transport Study: TfGM Highway Forecasting and
Analytical Services Report 1672

•

Wigan Draft Core Strategy Submission Version (September 2011)

•

Warrington Borough Council Unitary Development Plan

Report Structure
The Report includes the following Chapters and supporting Appendices:
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•

Executive Summary

•

Chapter 1 – Introduction

•

Chapter 2 – Background Information

•

Chapter 3 – Development of Options

•

Chapter 4 – Option Costs

•

Chapter 5 – Modelling of Options

•

Chapter 6 – Economic Appraisal

•

Chapter 7 – Funding and Delivery

•

Chapter 8 – Benchmarking

•

Chapter 9 – Conclusions and Recommendations

•

Appendix A - Technical Note on Rail Operations

•

Appendix B - Technical Note on Census Demand

•

Appendix C - Technical Note on NRTS Data

•

Appendix D – Cost Comparison

•

Appendix E – Double Track Operations

•

Appendix F – Detailed Cost Tables
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2

Background Information

2.1

Introduction
This Chapter of the report includes a summary of the background information to
the study and sets the scene on a number of key issues relating to current and
proposed transport services in the Leigh Area, potential new development and
land use changes in the area that could impact on the use of a rail service, and
wider rail improvements as part of the Northern Hub Project.

2.2

Transport Provision
Up until the 1960s Leigh was located on a web of routes that connected it west on
the Chat Moss route to Liverpool, north-west to Wigan, north-east to Bolton and
east to Manchester. After the closure of these through routes Leigh was left without
a rail service and located in a triangle bounded by the Chat Moss (Liverpool –
Manchester) route to the south, the West Coast Main Line to the west and the
Atherton corridor (linking Manchester and Wigan) to the north-east.
There has been substantial residential development around Leigh in recent years,
which has led to increasing pressure on the local transport system. The problems
associated with traffic congestion are proving difficult to address due to a high
dependence on the private car, which has resulted from limited opportunities to
access competitive public transport services, most notably to key employment
destinations.
The current bus service provision from Leigh to Manchester along the main route is
three buses per hour off peak, four buses in the evening peak and six buses in the
morning peak, with other services also using part of the route. This journey
currently takes approximately 60 minutes although the Leigh-Salford-Manchester
Guided Busway could reduce this to 42 minutes.
The population of Leigh currently relies on stations outside of the immediate
locality in order to access the rail network. The following list shows the rail stations
that are most commonly used alongside a brief summary of the key facilities
associated with each:
Electrification is planned for the Chat Moss route with mid-life electric trains being
cascaded from south-east England. As well as being faster and quieter than existing
diesel units, the electric trains will be 4 car formations, compared to the current 2 or
3 cars of a normal diesel multiple unit, giving an increase in capacity and allowing
diesel units to be redeployed.
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Table 2.1: Current Rail Stations in Leigh Area
Line and Station

Number Trains Per Station Parking
Hour to Key Centres
Spaces and
Charging

Bus Service passing Station to and
from Leigh Area

Manc

Warr

Liver

Atherton

2

0

0

64, no charge

581 and 592 (each operating a 30 minute
daytime service, although no services run
beyond 1830).
582 operates every 10
minutes.

Daisy Hill

2

0

0

20, no charge

516 / 517 (each operating a 60 minute
daytime service, whilst only the 516 via
Chorley New Road operates in the evening
– still at a 60 minute frequency)

Earlstown

2

2

2

None

34 (operates a 20 minute daytime service)

Newton-le-Willows

2

1

2

15, no charge

34 (operates a 20 minute daytime service)

Warrington Bank
Quay

2

n/a

2

280 – £4 daily

19 (30 minute daytime service / 60 minute
evening service), 28 / 28A (each operating a
60 minute daytime service, although only
the 28A operates in the evening beyond
1930 – still at a 60 minute frequency)

Birchwood

3

3

3

39, no charge

28 (operates a 60 minute daytime service,
the service does not operate after 1900)

Glazebrook

2

2

2

5, no charge

No direct bus services to Leigh

Warrington Central

4

n/a

4

71 – £2.50 daily

19 (30 minute daytime service / 60 minute
evening service), 28 / 28A (each operating a
60 minute daytime service, although only
the 28A operates in the evening beyond
1930 – still at a 60 minute frequency)

Atherton Line

ChatMoss Line

CLC Line

2.3

Local Transport Policies and Strategies
This study has been commissioned to assess the opportunities to enhance rail travel
within the Leigh area due to the potential that rail has to contribute to local
objectives for the future.
At present, the Core Strategy for Wigan is being examined for soundness after it
was submitted to the Secretary of State in September 2011. Accordingly, until the
result of this examination is made clear it is not possible to state with certainty that
the policies and objectives contained within the Core Strategy will remain
unchanged. It is considered unlikely however that the essence of the Core Strategy
Submission will see fundamental alteration, with this in mind it is summarised
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below how enhancing rail provisions within the Leigh area will contribute to a
selection of the objectives of the Core Strategy:

2.4

•

Community Development and Involvement – vulnerable communities are
likely to have improved access to a wider range of employment opportunities
and support services. Increase in the attractiveness of Leigh for investment
may lead to new developments.

•

Economy and Employment – links to the key employment markets of
Manchester, Liverpool and Warrington will be enhanced. These areas supply
a range of skilled roles that are well paid. Connecting the Leigh area with
such opportunities will increase its potential to retain / attract skilled
employees who will in turn stimulate localised growth.

•

Retail and Centres – Leigh’s role as the main centre in the east of the Wigan
Borough will be enhanced through increasing its potential to attract visitors
from a wider catchment. This will support local businesses through
increasing visitor numbers, as well as ensuring they arrive in a sustainable
fashion, which will minimise the impacts of congestion.

•

Accessibility – the proposed options will primarily improve accessibility by
providing new options for rail travel, which will ensure people visiting Leigh
or seeking to access the key employment centres of Manchester, Liverpool
and Warrington from Leigh, have enhanced options available to them that do
not rely on having access to a car. Wider benefits will occur as a result of
minimising traffic congestion, alongside the improved infrastructure leading
to additional investment in the local area.

•

Climate Change – modal shift will be encouraged from the private car, which
will reduce carbon emissions. Additional rail options will provide Leigh with
the infrastructure that will allow future growth in a sustainable manner
through promoting long-term behavioural change. Removing traffic from the
local highway network will also ensure that carbon emissions resulting from
congestion and the associated vehicle idling are minimised.

Northern Hub Improvements
The Northern Hub initiative plans to increase the capacity of the infrastructure in
the Greater Manchester area, and along the Chat Moss line to Liverpool. A number
of targeted infrastructure enhancements will increase overall capacity so that
higher service frequencies can be obtained and capacity bottlenecks eased.
Trans-Pennine services between Manchester and Liverpool will be diverted on to
the Chat Moss route from their existing route via Warrington Central on the CLC
line. This eases congestion at Manchester Piccadilly, and to facilitate additional
trains and accommodate the desired mix of fast and stopping trains a short four
track section is to be created in the Huyton area towards Liverpool.
A key element affecting potential for Leigh services is the development of a new
chord at Ordsall Lane in Manchester, which will allow trains to run directly from
Piccadilly to Victoria stations via Salford Central , the latter including new
platforms for services on the Chat Moss line. This also releases capacity at
Piccadilly, and creates some additional opportunities.
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It should be borne in mind however that the aim of Northern Hub is primarily to
ease existing capacity constraints rather than create entirely new service axes or
opportunities. Therefore, any new services, such as those envisaged for Leigh, will
need to be able to fit neatly within the capacity created by Northern Hub.

2.5

Leigh Guided Busway
The proposed Leigh-Salford-Manchester Guided Busway will link Wigan, Leigh,
Tyldesley, Ellenbrook, Salford and Manchester via a 21km route of segregated bus
measures, of which 7km, between Leigh and Ellenbrook will be a kerb-guided
busway. The scheme will also include park and ride facilities and would increase
the frequency of daytime bus services to eight per hour on the main route between
Tyldesley and Manchester City Centre (four buses per hour originating from Leigh
and four buses per hour originating from Atherton).
At the Manchester end, the scheme would integrate with the proposed Cross City
Bus Priority project. This scheme received funding approval in December 2011
when DfT announced its funding priorities from the Best and Final Funding Bid
(BAFFB) process.
As part of the development of the Leigh-Salford-Manchester Guided Busway
proposals, an independent review of rail and bus based alternative options for
improved links between Leigh, Wigan and Manchester City Centre was
undertaken by consultants.
It concluded that the Leigh-Salford-Manchester Guided Busway was the superior
bus-based solution, offering rapid transit facilities at a relatively low-cost. The
particular benefits are its reduction in bus-based journey times and its high
penetration of Tyldesley and other areas between Leigh and Ellenbrook, which are
not served by rail or express bus. Additional benefits are provided as a result of
increased journey time reliability and the enhanced facilities for passengers.
The review also concluded that light rail or heavy rail options that had been
suggested in previous studies, were not cost effective, with the majority having
operational difficulties. At this time, it was suggested that further investigation
should be conducted in relation to introducing a parkway station on the LiverpoolManchester line at Kenyon Junction, it was stressed however that such an option
did not represent an alternative to the busway in relation to Tyldesley and its
surrounding areas.

2.6

Future Developments
Wigan Council and Warrington Borough Council were both approached in order to
ascertain the details of any significant proposed developments within the study
area.
In the case of Warrington Borough Council it was confirmed that there are no
known development proposals that exceeded the relevant thresholds
(developments over 1000sqm or 30 dwellings).
In contrast, Wigan Council identified a number of proposals within the study area
that exceed the thresholds. Table 2.2 summarises the key features of these
proposals.
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Table 2.2: Future Developments within the Leigh Rail Study Area
Development Name and
Location

Development Type

Site Area / Number of Units

Expected
Implementation Date

Status of the Proposal

Leigh Sports Village,
Atherleigh Way

D2 - Stadium, C3 - residential
dwellings, B1 - Business units, A1 retail food store and C1 - hotel.

Mixed use development comprising of 10,000
seat stadium, Wigan and Leigh College Sixth
Form, Hotel, 145 dwellings, commercial space
(3716m2), retail development, 400m running
track, new pitches, club accommodation , 1160
car parking spaces and associated landscaping.

2010-2015

Approved. Stadium is opened plus part of
residential commercial, educational, hotel
and retail aspects are built.

Parsonage, Parsonage
Way

A1 food retail store with associated car
parking and landscaping.

8475sqm new food retail store adjacent to the
existing Sainsbury’s on Parsonage Way.

2010-2015

Resolution to grant subject to s106
agreement.

Tesco and Cinema
(Spinning Jenny Way)

A1 food retail store with associated car
parking and landscaping. D2 Cinema,
A3 Restaurants.

A1 food retail store with associated car parking
and landscaping, kiosk and petrol filling station.
7 screen cinema, 4 restaurant units.

2011

Now opened

Bickershaw Colliery Site,
Plank Lane

C3 - 650 residential units, a maximum
of 2750 square metres of commercial
space (use classes A1, A2, A3, A4, A5
B1, D1, D2) principal highway
infrastructure, a 40 berth canal basin,
associated public realm and open space

Mixed use development comprising a maximum
of 650 residential units, a maximum of 2750
square metres of commercial space (use classes
A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 B1, D1, D2) principal
highway infrastructure, a 40 berth canal basin,
associated public realm and open space.

2010-2015

Approved, development commenced.

D2 - outdoor recreational facility

Proposed Country Park including an 18 hole golf
course, driving range, 9 hole pitch and putt
course, outdoor activity centre including a lake,
visitor centre, allotments, informal recreational
facilities and ancillary facilities.

2010-2015

Approved.

B1,B2 & B8 (8ha) C3 44ha

Mixed use development site proposed delivering
44ha of residential development, of which 22ha
will be delivered before 2018 with the remaining
22ha from 2018 to 2026. The employment uses
will be delivered post 2018.

22ha residential 20112018 22ha residential
post 2018 8ha
employment post
2018

Pre-application.

C3 – residential

No exact numbers have been set as of yet, a
rough ball part figure is in the region of 12001600 dwellings. The specific sites and number of
dwellings will be determined in the Site
Allocations DPD.

50% to be delivered
before 2018.

Broad Location (Aspiration)

Bickershaw Colliery Site,
Smiths Lane

Northleigh (Core
Strategy Key Site)

East Lancashire Corridor
(Broad Location in the
Core Strategy)
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3

Development of Options

3.1

Introduction
A range of possible options for a rail service serving the Leigh Area have been
considered based on the initial work completed by TfGM, plus work completed by
other parties and from the wider proposals in the Northern Hub plan. The options
have been sifted using a multi-criteria analysis (MCA) to reflect the benefits, costs,
delivery and risk of each option, and a number of options were shortlisted for more
detailed assessment within this study.

3.2

Range of Options
The options considered were defined in following categories:

•

Station Location in Pennington and Link to Main Line – the location of the
station in the Pennington area, with four locations considered, and a link to
the Chat Moss line have been considered within options.

•

Service Pattern to / from Pennington – for the preferred Pennington station
and link, the service options to key centres of Manchester, Warrington and
Liverpool were assessed to identify where it was possible to operate services
to and from in each case, assuming a minimum hourly service, and preferred
half-hourly service per direction.

•

Shuttle Options on Pennington Spur – the options of a shuttle service, using
heavy rail, light rail (Parry People Mover) and bus were considered to link the
Pennington area and Leigh Town Centre to new and existing rail stations on
the Chat Moss line.

•

Stations on the Chat Moss Line – options of a new rail station at Glazebrook,
Culcheth, and Kenyon were considered, including changing baseline service
patterns and adding new services.

•

Other Options – these included alternative possible routes to getting a rail
service to Leigh looking at other alignments and corridors to the proposed
schemes in Pennington area.

Figure 3.1 indicates the location of these options.
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Figure 3.1: Leigh Rail Study Options
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3.3

Rail Operational Assessments
A number of operational schemes were considered at a high level using a Northern
Hub timetable specification and draft timetable. This initial sift eliminated those
that were clearly impractical due to obvious capacity constraints.
The remaining three options were considered in more detail; the timetable was
examined for potential train path opportunities and indicative schedules created
where possible. This informs the capital and operational costs in Chapter 4.
The full analysis can be found in Appendix A at the end of this report, the
following sections give an overview of all the options considered.
Rejected Operational Schemes
Initial analysis based upon high level capacity analysis had concluded that
theoretically there should be space for extra services and stops as the number of
services on the line would not exceed 80% of the headway capacity.
The mix of services, however, provided in the draft timetable, i.e. fast and slow
passenger services and freights, with their different sectional run times has divided
this available capacity into discrete sections along the line, this rules out adding
extra through services and inserting new stops into existing services is a non trivial
exercise.
An additional constraint was that the existing twice hourly fast Manchester Liverpool services and the hourly Manchester – Scotland service had specified
departure times and journey time constraints and as such could not be moved or
slowed by re-timing.
Additional Liverpool – Chat Moss station – Victoria services
Despite the four-tracking of the Huyton Junction to Roby section there is no
contiguous spare capacity on the line between Liverpool and Victoria in the draft
time table.
The four track section is used in the draft timetable to allow fast and semi-fast
Liverpool – Manchester services to overtake slow Liverpool – Wigan and slow
Liverpool – Manchester services and while there are gaps in this area they cannot
be used as there is no connecting path through the Parkside – Victoria corridor.
Note: this may become viable if loops were provided at a Chat Moss station.
Additional Warrington Bank Quay – Chat Moss station – Victoria services
Whilst it is possible to join and leave the Chat Moss line at Earlestown. There is no
space in the timetable to run a train all the way to or from Victoria.
Note: this may become viable if loops were provided at a Chat Moss station.
Developed Operational Schemes
Additional Pennington – Victoria Services
Contiguous space was identified between Victoria and Parkside Junction
(exclusive) This meant that it was possible to add two tph per direction between
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Victoria and a new Pennington station on a branch joining the Chat Moss line in
the vicinity of Kenyon Junction.
The west bound paths come with a caveat however; it was necessary to assume
that Chester bound services from Leeds could depart Victoria one minute earlier
than scheduled in the draft timetable and that the following Leeds to Manchester
Airport service could depart one minute later. Either of these assumptions may not
be permissible in a wider context.
There is no platform capacity at Manchester Victoria in the existing platforms, 3 to
6, for these paths; even if the arriving train shunts to a different departure platform
via a trip to Newton Heath TMD.
The draft timetable however identifies a platform 8, which is used by peak only
originating / terminating services to / from Blackpool North only; if this platform
was provided then the service could operate, but only once per hour in the peak.
To fully realise 2 tph in the peak a further additional platform would be required
and if this is not part of funded improvements to Victoria this would incur
additional cost.
The paths identified are not favourably disposed to providing a convenient turn
around at Pennington station; whilst the journey time was 21½ minutes west
bound and 20 minutes on the return the round trip time for a unit, including the
likely shunt via Newton Heath TMD, was in excess of one and a half hours, thus
requiring four units for two trains per hour, instead of 2 of each if the turn around
at each end could be minimised.
The lengthy layover at Pennington would require a two platform station however
the branch and junction with the Chat Moss line could both be single track.
Additional Warrington Bank Quay – Pennington – Victoria services
Space for paths is available in the draft timetable, on the Chat Moss line, for two
trains per hour per direction to travel between Earlestown Junction and a reinstated Kenyon Junction to access the branch. The two paths per hour per
direction from the previous option would be re-used to provide access from
Pennington to Victoria.
As for the additional Pennington – Victoria service this option can not be
accommodated in the existing platforms at Victoria, even by shunting via Newton
heath TMD; only if the putative platform 8 is provided can this service operate and
only once per hour in the peak, 2 tph would require a further additional platform
at Victoria and would incur an additional cost if this is not a part of planned station
improvements.
The distribution of the paths makes operation of the branch very problematic. A
roughly 30 minute layover at Pennington is required by services in the eastbound
direction meaning that a through journey to Manchester is over one hour.
The long layovers and the likely need to shunt via Newton Heath TMD at Victoria,
mean that a single unit can only make a departure from Victoria every three hours
so that six units are needed to operate a 2 tph service.
Pennington station would require two platform faces whilst the branch itself would
need to be double track to a point north of the Chat Moss line where it would split
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into two single tracks connecting east facing Kenyon East Junction and west facing
Kenyon West junction both on the Chat Moss line.
This option would not provide an attractive through service from Warrington to
Manchester and makes bad use of resources. As before, more favourable paths
would improve stock utilisation, make a more attractive through service and
reduce the required level of infrastructure and associated costs.
Additional stop in existing Chat Moss services at a new Chat Moss station.
There are several services that can include a stop at a new station on the Chat Moss
line. All of these options require re-timing of other trains, with impacts on journey
times and interactions beyond the study area which would require further study to
understand.
The only service that can accommodate a stop twice per hour in both directions are
the slow Manchester Airport – Liverpool services. This is achievable without
sacrificing other stops.
Other services can provide two stops per hour but only in one direction. As
follows:
•

West bound Chester services (with the loss of the stop at Newton-le-Willows)

•

Eastbound semi fast Liverpool services (which contain a convenient pathing
allowance which could be removed)

Next, these services could only accommodate a stop once per hour off peak, due to
the hourly, constrained Manchester – Scotland service.
•

Eastbound Chester services

•

Westbound semi-fast Liverpool services

Finally the hourly peak Manchester – Preston service can itself accommodate a stop
in both directions.
Impact on access to the proposed Port Salford development
It has been assumed that rail access to the complex would be via a branch joining
the Chat Moss line via a flat, triangular junction midway between Eccles station
and Astley signal box.
In this scenario none of the developed options has any negative impact on access to
Port Salford.
Benefit of Loops at a Chat Moss line station
Loop platforms at the proposed Chat Moss line station would allow the partial
paths found at each end of the Victoria – Parkside corridor to be joined up enabling
additional through services between Victoria and Warrington, which would
provide better eastbound journey times and stock utilisation than for the Victoria –
Pennington – Warrington option.
If this infrastructure were assumed in future iterations of the Northern Hub
timetable it would give more flexibility to the planners to possibly provide a more
frequent service from Chat Moss to Manchester and elsewhere.
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Recommendations
Given the above findings, the most feasible option would appear to be to provide
stops at a Chat Moss station in existing slow Liverpool services draft time table
services.
This would provide:
•

Access to central Manchester if a stop can be incorporated at Oxford Road.

•

Access to London services at Piccadilly

•

Access to Liverpool and intermediate stops

There remain issues to be resolved, principally how well the eastbound service
would fit onto the Deansgate – Piccadilly corridor and beyond. Also the
acceptability of lengthening the journey time of eastbound Liverpool semi-fast
services.
Loops should be provided at a Chat Moss station link up available paths at either
end of the Victoria – Parkside corridor thus enabling additional trains to run
between Victoria and Warrington Bank Quay, however this would probably
require additional platform capacity at Victoria.

3.4

Sifting Framework
The MCA sifting framework is based on the following criteria:
•
•

Strengths
Weaknesses

•
•

Opportunities
Threats

•
•

Deliverability
Affordability

•
•

Capital Costs
Operating Costs

•
•

Demand Shift
Scheme Benefits

The scoring of the first six elements within the framework was a below:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

+++
++

Large Positive Score
Moderate Positive Score

+
0

Small Positive Score
Neutral

----

Large Negative Score
Moderate Negative Score

X

Small Negative Score
Potential Showstopper

The framework is reported in Table 3.1, including the scoring of the options using
the criteria above.
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The key points to be noted on each category of options are as below:
Station Location in Pennington and Link to Main Line – four locations were
considered for the station in the Pennington area, within each quadrant of the
junction of the A592 / A579. The two options to the north of the junction were seem
as attracting most passenger demand as the catchments linked to the new
development areas and were within possible walking distance of the town centre.
However, the costs of the rail crossing the A579 St Helens Road, and the potential
for environmental impacts and public objections were seem as major weaknesses to
the options. Of the location south of the junction, the site south-west behind the fire
station was seen as easier to access for rail as there was no need to cross the A572
and provided better highway access for park and ride trips. The south-west site is
assumed as the station site in future appraisals in the report.
Service Pattern to / from Pennington – Analysis of existing travel demand data
showed the need for the service to serve Manchester as the main destination.
Options were considered looked at a service to Manchester Victoria, Oxford Road
and Piccadilly stations. The latter two options were considered impossible due to
capacity constraints under the Northern Hub timetabling. A service from
Pennington to Victoria station is assumed as a core service in the option appraisals.
Service options to Warrington Bank Quay and Liverpool Lime were also
considered, with the former destination identified as a major attractor of trips for
people living the Leigh and Pennington area, many using a car to travel, due to
poor public transport options. Access to Liverpool was seen as important to serve
the areas west of the town and the Merseyside area for employment and business.
Despite a number of operational constraints being highlighted in the sifting of
options, a service to Warrington Bank Quay and Lime Street has been assumed in
the options appraised, to see if there is a basic value for money case if such
constraints could be overcome.
Shuttle Options on Pennington Spur –Service options with direct and shuttle
services to key centres were considered, the latter due to constraints in the parts of
the rail network make it difficult to increase the number of trains at critical points
on the rail network. Such options linked to shuttle from Pennington station to a
new station on the Chat Moss line and Newton-le-Willows and Patricroft as the
existing stations either side of the Kenyon junction. Basic assessment of shuttle
options showed low levels of passenger demand and benefit to be generated, due
to the need to interchange between the shuttle service and the main heavy rail
service. Given many passengers will have already accessed the Pennington station
by car and bus, the shuttle with in effect result in three legs to a single journey (i.e.
car / bus then two trains). Such travel behaviour is not common, especially for
commuting and business trips, where simple trips are preferred, with one rail leg
and walk access at one of the trip if not both ends. The option of a light rail system,
similar to a Parry People Mover, has been assumed for the appraisal of a shuttle
option, with the service running through to Leigh Town Centre to the south of
A579 King Street junction.
Stations on the Chat Moss Line – Three locations for new stops were considered,
close to Glazebury, Culcheth and Kenyon. The location at Glazebury offered the
highest demand and immediate catchment, plus it is served by existing bus
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services. It also provided shorter and more direct connectivity to the south Leigh
area. The other two sites are isolated from existing developments, hence are very
heavily dependant on car or bus for access. Neither is currently served by bus,
hence additional shuttle services would be required to provide access for non-car
users. All sites have planning issues and are within the greenbelt. In terms of rail
costs and operations, there is little difference between options given the spacing
from existing stations and topography. For the appraisal option, sites at Kenyon
and Glazebury have been assessed. The former includes bus shuttle services to the
site, and a new link road from the A580 East Lancashire Road from the junction of
A572 Atherleigh Way to the station site. This scheme will greatly improve access
for park and ride trips and increase the catchment potential of the proposed
station.
Other Options – other options considered looked at different rail alignments into
the Leigh area from the east of the town and linking to the Atherton Line. The
options were seen as considerably more expensive than the Pennington options
and would not offer the same flexibility in service patterns to centres such as
Warrington and Liverpool. Further, the costs of these other options and the risk to
delivery were seen as significantly higher than the Pennington and Chat Moss
Station options. Hence no other options were taken forward for more detailed
appraisal.
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Table 3.1 – Results of MCA: Station Location in Pennington and Link to Main Line
Key

Ref

Scheme

Description

Key Features

Strengths

+++

Large Positive Score

++

Moderate Positive Score

+

Small Positive Score

0

Neutral

---

Large Negative Score

--

Moderate Negative Score

-

Small Negative
Score

X

Potential Showstopper

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Deliverability

Affordability

Capital Costs

Operating
Costs

Demand
including Mode
Shift

Benefits

High

High

High

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Station Location in Pennington and Link to Main Line

1.1

Pennington Station
Location

North East of A579 /
A572

Location of station to the north of the Sports Village and the
south of the Leeds and Liverpool Canal.

TfGM Options 1A+1B

1.2

Pennington Station
Location

North West of A579 /
A572

Location of station to the east of The Flash and the south of
the Leeds and Liverpool Canal.

TfGM Options 1A+1B

1.3

Pennington Station
Location

South West of A579 /
A572

Location to the south of the junction and south of the Fire
Station.

Pennington Station
Location

TfGM Options 1A+1B

0

--

Limited to be space for a car park and
station, but area of SSSI.

Location for the station is difficult due
to access road for The Flash and
woodland. Area is SSSI. Need to
cross the A572 at grade or with major
infrastructure.

-

--

South East of A579 /
A572

Location to the south of the junction is open space between
residential area and the A579

++

Congestion issues at A579 junction.
Route will compete with busway for
trips to Manchester.

--

Longest Spur, need to cross A572, Highest Cost Scheme in terms
will be many planning.
of Capital and Operating Costs

---

--

Major environmental Impacts. Also
Closer to the town centre and walkable to most
Longest Spur, need to cross A572,
close to golf course. Competes with
Highest Cost Scheme in terms
areas of Leigh. Also close to Sports Village and
likely to be many planning and
trips for the busway. Public opposition
of Capital and Operating Costs
new developments.
objections. SSSI make showstopper
to loss of public open space.

++

--

X

--

Alignment is very close to housing area Less infrastructure but issues of
Further location from Leigh Town
Access to car park from existing point adjacent to
Does not cross the A572, Less visible Centre, will not attract trips, need for
in Lowton Common - issues of noise alignment close to housing, planning High Cost Scheme in terms of
Robin Hood pub, with land available. Closest to
to local residents.
and possible compensation.
and compensation issues. Many
Capital and Operating Costs
bus shuttle service to serve the centre.
Aspull and Lowton Common for walk access
Congestion at A579 / A572 junction.
Greenbelt most areas.
planning issues

+

TfGM Options 1A+1B

1.4

Alignment north of junction is restricted Closer to the town centre and walkable to most
Appears to be space for a car park and
due to Sports Village access, area is areas of Leigh. Also close to Sports Village and
station, but major development plans in
greenbelt. Need for major
new developments. Large parking area at
area so land may not be available.
infrastructure to cross A572.
Stadium that could be used for Park and Ride.

-

Access to site is not easy. New
junction would be required on the A579
Lots of space for station and car park. or on the A572 close to the junction.
Very visible from highway.
Access via residential areas is not
possible or desirable. All greenbelt
area. Need for rail link to cross A579.

+

--

+
Much space for interchange, bus service and
interchange.

+

--

--

-

Very visible to many local residents.
Need to cross the A579 so additional Long Spur, need to cross A579, will High Cost Scheme in terms of
infrastructure required. Congestion at
be many planning.
Capital and Operating Costs
A579 / A572 junction.

--

--

-
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Table 3.1 - Results of MCA: Service Pattern to / from Pennington
Key

Ref

Scheme

Description

Key Features

Strengths

+++
---

Large Positive Score
Large Negative Score

Weaknesses

Opportunities

++
-Threats

Moderate Positive Score
Moderate Negative Score

Deliverability

+
-

Small Positive Score

0

Neutral

Small Negative
Score

X

Potential Showstopper

Affordability

Capital Costs

Operating
Costs

Demand
including Mode
Shift

Benefits

Medium

Medium

High / Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

High

High

Low

Net
Disbenefit

Service Pattern to / from Pennington

2.1

Additional heavy rail
trains from Manchester
Victoria to new line and
station at Pennington

Manchester facing, single lead Junction on the Chat Moss
line.
The single track branch would only require one platform at
Pennington.
Signalling could be limited to entrance /exit from/to the main
~2 1/2 miles branch
line.
joining the Chat Moss Electrification may not be required depending on units
line north of Culcheth. chosen to operate service.
Train services run
Branch: 4.5 minutes.
between Manchester Total journey time 25.5 minutes.
Victoria and
Out and back time: 56 minutes.
Pennington.
Round trip time: 61 minutes.
Minimum time on branch: 14 minutes.
Complete single track branch can support 4 tph.
Out and back time unlikely to be coverable by a diagram
turning around at Manchester, therefore an extra unit would
be required.

One stage journey to Manchester
Fast journey time 25.5 minutes.
Uses same corridor as busy road. Very Requires 'rail side' infrastructure.
visible
Manchester facing, single lead Junction
The single track branch would only
on the Chat Moss line - potential
Victoria serves many job, shopping and leisure
require one platform at Pennington.
capacity constrainer.
areas in the City Centre all within easy walking
Signalling could be limited to entrance Given the out and back time it is
distance
/exit from/to the main line.
unlikely that an existing diagram could
Electrification may not be required
be extended to cover this service.
depending on units chosen to operate Additional rolling stock required.
service.

+

2.2

Manchester facing, single lead Junction on the Chat Moss
line.
The single track branch would only require one platform at
Pennington.
Signalling could be limited to entrance /exit from/to the main
~2 1/2 miles branch
line.
joining the Chat Moss Electrification may not be required depending on units
Additional trains from
line north of Culcheth. chosen to operate service.
Manchester Piccadilly to
Train services run
Branch: 4.5 minutes
new line and station at
between Manchester Total journey time 22.5 minutes
Pennington
Piccadilly and
Out and back time: 50 minutes
Pennington.
Round trip time: 55 minutes
Minimum time on branch: 14 minutes
Complete single track branch can support 4 tph
Out and back time unlikely to be coverable by a diagram
turning around at Manchester, therefore an extra unit would
be required.

One stage journey to Manchester
Fast journey time 22.5 minutes.
Uses same corridor as busy road. Very Requires 'rail side' infrastructure.
visible
Manchester facing, single lead Junction
The single track branch would only
on the Chat Moss line - potential
require one platform at Pennington.
capacity constrainer.
Signalling could be limited to entrance Given the out and back time it is
/exit from/to the main line.
unlikely that an existing diagram could
Electrification may not be required
be extended to cover this service.
depending on units chosen to operate Additional rolling stock required.
service.

+

2.3

Manchester facing, single lead Junction on the Chat Moss
line.
The single track branch would only require one platform at
Pennington.
Signalling could be limited to entrance /exit from/to the main
~2 1/2 miles branch
line.
joining the Chat Moss
Additional trains from
Electrification may not be required depending on units
line north of Culcheth.
chosen to operate service.
Manchester Oxford Road
Train services run
to new line and station at
Total journey time 20.5 minutes
between Manchester
Pennington
Out and back time: 46 minutes
Piccadilly and
Round trip time: 51 minutes
Pennington.
Minimum time on branch: 14 minutes
Complete single track branch can support 4 tph
Out and back time unlikely to be coverable by a diagram
turning around at Manchester, therefore an extra unit would
be required.

++

New services could extend or be linked to
existing services to Manchester Airport.
Interchange to all major services to regional and
national level

-

++

One stage journey to Manchester
Requires 'rail side' infrastructure.
Fast journey time 20.5 minutes.
Manchester facing, single lead Junction
Uses same corridor as busy road. Very
on the Chat Moss line - potential
visible
capacity constrainer.
The single track branch would only
Given the out and back time it is
require one platform at Pennington.
unlikely that an existing diagram could None
Signalling could be limited to entrance
be extended to cover this service.
/exit from/to the main line.
Additional rolling stock required.
Electrification may not be required
Turnback opportunity at Oxford Road
depending on units chosen to operate
may be limited depending on other
service.
services.

+

2.4

-

-

--

-

Could undermine viability of planned
busway.
Unable to turn back at Piccadilly
through platforms

--

Could undermine viability of planned
busway.

0

Requires greater amount of 'rail side'
infrastructure, i.e. triangular junction on
Minimum of a triangular single lead Junction on the Chat
the Chat Moss line, and may need
~2 1/2 miles branch
Serves Liverpool and Manchester
Moss line.
more than a single lead junction and
joining the Chat Moss
One stage journey to each
partial/full doubling of branch.
Minimum of one platform at Pennington .
Through Chat Moss
line north of Culcheth.
Fast journey time 25.5 minutes.
Due to trains running in both east and
Minimum of single track branch.
services to divert via the Train services run
Uses same corridor as busy road. Very
west 1 tph may require some double
Provides direct service to Manchester and
Full signalling required as more than one train may be on the
visible
new line to Pennington
between Manchester
tracking of the branch, and this is more Liverpool centres, and intermediate stations.
branch at once
Electrification may not be required
and reverse to continue Victoria and proposed
likely for 2 trains per hour.
Electrification may not be required depending on units
their journey.
destinations diverting
depending on units chosen to operate
chosen to operate service.
Journey time impact on through
to Leigh where they
service.
Total journey time to Victoria 25.5 minutes
services diverted via Pennington: 14
reverse.
minutes.
Journey time extension to through services: 14 minutes.
It is likely that the journey time impact
will require extra units.

++

Could undermine viability of planned
No issue beyond those identified as
busway, as many common destinations
part of the spur and station at
on the Salford Central and north City
Pennington.
Centre areas.

++

--

TOC's may object to journey time
extension. Slower train may not fit in
with timetable elsewhere. Potential
major loss of existing passengers and
revenue due to longer travel times for
through passengers.

--

+

Issue of access and turnback at
Piccadilly may prevent the service.

0

Likely to generate revenue
closest to the operating costs,
hence lowest level of subsidy
required.

-

Likely to generate revenue
closest to the operating costs,
hence lowest level of subsidy
required.

-

Gap between revenue and
No issue beyond those identified as costs is largest of three station
part of the spur and station at
destinations considered. No
Pennington.
scope to add to existing service
and incurr marginal costs.

+

Issues with TOC's is a major issue
on delivery.

-

--

Likely that loss in revenue for
existing passengers will exceed
new revenue, hence operator is
incurring more cost for less
revenue - need for more
subsidy.

--
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Table 3.1 - Results of MCA: Shuttle Options on Pennington Spur
Key

Ref

Scheme

Description

Key Features

Strengths

+++
--Weaknesses

Large Positive Score
Large Negative Score

Opportunities

++
-Threats

Moderate Positive Score
Moderate Negative Score

Deliverability

+
-

Small Positive Score

0

Neutral

Small Negative
Score

X

Potential Showstopper

Affordability

Capital Costs

Operating
Costs

Demand
including Mode
Shift

Benefits

High

Medium

Low

Low

Medium

High /
Medium

Very Low

Very Low

Medium

High /
Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Shuttle Options on Pennington Spur

3.1

Single lead Junction on the Chat Moss line.
The single track branch would only require one platform at
Pennington.
3 platform interchange station to keep normal branch
operation from fouling the main line.
~2 1/2 miles branch
Signalling could be limited to entrance /exit from/to the main
between Pennington
line.
and an interchange
Electrification may not be required depending on units
Pennington - Chat Moss station on the Chat
chosen to operate service.
interchange station
Moss line north of
Pennington to Interchange 4.5 minutes
shuttle service using
Culcheth. A shuttle
Interchange to Victoria 20.5 minutes.
conventional train
service to be provided
Total journey time 30 minutes (including connection
on the branch to
allowance)
connect with main line
Out and back time: 14 minutes
calls.
Round trip time: 19 minutes
Complete single track branch can support 3 tph
A mainline connection would be required to let the unit run to
a depot for servicing.
If one unit is used only the entrance/exit of the branch needs
to be signalled.

Uses same corridor as busy road. Very
visible
Rail side' infrastructure required.
The single track branch would only
Interchange station required, users
may find this off putting
require one platform at Pennington.
Signalling could be limited to entrance Two stage rail journey - not popular for
Manchester facing, single lead Junction on the
/exit from/to the main line.
commuters.
TOC's may object to journey time
Chat Moss line, would give future through service
Additional unit required just for the
extension of main line trains.
Electrification may not be required
opportunities.
depending on units chosen to operate shuttle.
service.
Connecting calls will be required in
Serves Manchester and Liverpool
through services, extending their
Fast journey time: 30 minutes
journey times

+
Minimum of single lead Junction on the Chat Moss line.
Minimum of a single track branch.
Minimum of one platform at Pennington
Signalling could be limited to entrance /exit from/to the main
~2 1/2 miles branch line.
joining the Chat Moss Electrification may not be required depending on units
line north of Culcheth. chosen to operate service.
A shuttle service runs Time on branch: 14 minutes, single track can support 4 tph
between Pennington
Pennington to Patricroft 12.5 minutes
and Patricroft. Where Patricroft to Victoria 13 minutes.
they connect with
Total journey time 30.5 minutes (including connection
through services.
allowance)
Out and back time: 30 minutes
Round trip time: 35 minutes
2 units required for 2 tph.
Would require off line reversal facilities at Patricroft.

3.2

Pennington - Patricroft
shuttle service using
conventional train

3.3

Minimum of single lead Junction on the Chat Moss line.
Minimum of a single track branch.
Minimum of one platform at Pennington
Signalling could be limited to entrance /exit from/to the main
~2 1/2 miles branch
line.
joining the Chat Moss Electrification may not be required depending on units
line north of Culcheth. chosen to operate service.
Pennington - Newton-le- A shuttle service runs Time on branch: 14 minutes, single track can support max 4
Willows shuttle service
between Pennington
tph
using conventional train and Newton-lePennington to Newton-le-Willows 8.5 minutes
Willows. Where they
Newton-le-Willows to Victoria 21 minutes.
connect with through Total journey time 34.5 minutes (including connection
services.
allowance)
Out and back time: 22 minutes
Round trip time: 27minutes
2 units required for 1 tph.
Would require off line reversal facilities at Newton-le-Willows.

3.4

No connection to the Chat Moss line.
~2.5 mile Single track branch.
~2 1/2 miles branch
1 platform at Pennington.
between Pennington
3 platform interchange station.
and an interchange
Signalling not required.
station on the Chat
Pennington - Chat Moss
Electrification not required.
Moss line north of
interchange station
Pennington to Interchange 4.5 minutes.
Culcheth.
shuttle service using
A shuttle service to be Interchange to Victoria 20.5 minutes.
Parry People Mover
provided on the branch Total journey time 30 minutes (including connection
utilising emerging ultra- allowance).
light rail technology to Out and back time: 11 minutes.
reduce costs.
Round trip time: 13 minutes.
Complete single track branch can support 4 tph.

Cheaper capital and operating costs
than heavy rail.
Definitely no electrification required.
Fast journey time: 30
Innovative
No mainline connection required.
Local jobs for maintenance and
driving. More services at Newton.

++

3.5

Pennington - Patricroft
shuttle service using
Parry People Mover

Trains will shuttle
between Pennington
and Patricroft.

Cheaper capital and operating costs
than heavy rail.
Definitely no electrification required.
Innovative
Local jobs for maintenance and
driving.

++

3.6

Pennington - Newton-leWillows shuttle service
using Parry People
Mover

No connection to the Chat Moss line.
~10 mile single track branch with passing loop.
1 platform at Pennington.
1 platform Interchange at or near Patricroft Station.
Signalling not required.
Electrification not required.
Pennington to Newton-le-Willows 9 minutes.
Newton-le-Willows to Victoria 21 minutes.
Total journey time 35 minutes (including connection
allowance).
Out and back time: 20 minutes.
Round trip time: 22 minutes.
1 unit required for 2 tph.

--

Rail side' infrastructure required.
Uses same corridor as busy road. Very Two stage rail journey.
visible.
Additional unit required
The single track branch would only
Liverpool facing, single lead Junction
require one platform at Pennington.
on the Chat Moss line.
Signalling could be limited to entrance Additional infrastructure at Patricroft
Longer journey time of 34'30
/exit from/to the main line.
Electrification may not be required
Takes up additional Chat Moss line
depending on units chosen to operate capacity without the advantage of
eliminating the need to change trains
service.
Serves Manchester and Liverpool. No Junction facing wrong way for future
new station on Chat Moss.
Manchester through service. Few
connecting services at Patricroft.

+

~10 mile branch
between Pennington
and Patricroft,
paralleling the Chat
Moss from north of
Culcheth.

+

Rail side' infrastructure required.
Two stage rail journey.
Uses same corridor as busy road. Very
Additional unit required
visible
Manchester facing, single lead Junction
The single track branch would only
on the Chat Moss line.
require one platform at Pennington.
Additional infrastructure at Patricroft
Signalling could be limited to entrance
Borderline Fast Manchester journey
Scope to increase services at Patricroft so benefit
/exit from/to the main line.
time:30'30
local people.
Electrification may not be required
Takes up additional Chat Moss line
depending on units chosen to operate
capacity without the advantage of
service.
eliminating the need to change trains
Serves Manchester and Liverpool. No
2 units required for 2 tph.
new station on Chat Moss.
May require more than a simple single
track branch.

+

No connection to the Chat Moss line.
~10 mile single track branch with passing loop.
1 platform at Pennington.
1 platform Interchange at or near Patricroft Station.
Signalling not required.
Electrification not required.
Pennington to Patricroft 15.5 minutes.
Patricroft to Victoria 13 minutes.
Total journey time 33.5 minutes (including connection
allowance).
Out and back time: 33 minutes.
Round trip time: 35 minutes.

--

-Rail side' infrastructure required,
including stabling and maintenance
Two stage rail journey.
Additional unit required
Slightly extended journey times for
existing through services to enable
connection
Backward journey for Manchester
bound trips.

--

Rail side' infrastructure required.
Two stage journey
2 units required for 2 trains per hour

--

+

Extension of service to Liverpool and Warrington

0

On street running a possibility in Leigh town
centre. High frequency service, reduces
interchange penalty.

+

On street running a possibility in Leigh town
centre. High frequency service, reduces
interchange penalty.

+

-

TOC's may object to journey time
extension of main line trains. Need to
stop more services at Patricroft to
improve interchange with Shuttle.

--

Junction facing wrong way for future
Manchester through service

-

Delivery issues highlighted in
Section 1 for Pennington Station Still incurr high capital costs,
and Spur. Need for new station on but reduced operating costs.
Chat Moss Line.

-

--

Delivery issues highlighted in
Still incurr high capital costs,
Section 1 for Pennington Station
but reduced operating costs and Spur. No new new station on
with no costs for new station
Chat Moss Line.

-

-

Delivery issues highlighted in
Still incurr high capital costs,
Section 1 for Pennington Station
but reduced operating costs and Spur. No new new station on
with no costs for new station
Chat Moss Line.

-

-

Image problem a possibility.
No prospect of future through
Manchester services.

--

PPM not permitted on mixed traffic
infrastructure.

--

Delivery issue on technology.

+

Delivery issue on technology and
links / sharing with heavy rail.

0

Much lower capital and
operating costs than heavy rail.

0

Much lower capital and
operating costs than heavy rail.

0

Rail side' infrastructure required.
Cheaper capital and operating costs
than heavy rail.
Definitely no electrification required.
Innovative
Local jobs for maintenance and
driving.

++

Two stage journey
Additional unit required

On street running a possibility in Leigh town
centre. High frequency service, reduces
interchange penalty.

PPM not permitted on mixed traffic
infrastructure.

Delivery issue on technology and
links / sharing with heavy rail.

Much lower capital and
operating costs than heavy rail.

Liverpool facing, single lead Junction
on the Chat Moss line.

--

+

--

0

0
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Table 3.1 - Results of MCA: Stations on the Chat Moss Line
Ref

Scheme

Description

Key Features

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Deliverability

Affordability

Capital Costs

Operating
Costs

Demand
including Mode
Shift

Benefits

Low

Very low

Low

Low

Low

Very low

Medium

Low

Low

Very low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Low

Stations on the Chat Moss Line

4.1

Additional calls in preexisting services along
Chat Moss line to the
south of Leigh. Station
north of Culcheth.

Platform faces on up and down Chat Moss lines
New station on the
Culcheth to Victoria: 18.5 minutes.
Chat Moss Line, north Journey time impact to through trains 1 min 45secs
of Culcheth
Additional stops could be covered by the same diagrams
negating the need for an extra unit.

Minimal infrastructure required in form
of 2 platforms, on the Chat Moss.
Potentially no extra units required.
One stage journey to Manchester
Fast rail journey time to Manchester:
18.5 mins.
Serves Liverpool and Manchester

Platform faces on up and down Chat Moss lines
New station on the
Culcheth to Victoria: 20.5 minutes.
Chat Moss Line, south Journey time impact to through trains 1 min 45secs
of Glazebury
Additional stops could be covered by the same diagrams
negating the need for an extra unit.

Minimal infrastructure required in form
of 2 platforms, on the Chat Moss.
Potentially no extra units required.
One stage journey to Manchester
Fast rail journey time to Manchester:
20.5.
Serves Liverpool and Manchester.

Platform faces on up and down Chat Moss lines
New station on the
Journey time to Victoria:
Chat Moss Line, to the Journey time impact to through trains 1 min 45sec
east of Kenyon.
Additional stops could be covered by the same diagrams
negating the need for an extra unit.

Minimal infrastructure required in form
of 2 platforms, on the Chat Moss.
Potentially no extra units required.
One stage journey to Manchester
Fast rail journey time to Manchester:
not known
Serves Liverpool and Manchester

++

TfGM Options 2A+2B

4.2

Additional calls in preexisting services along
Chat Moss line to the
south of Leigh. Station
at Glazebury

++

TfGM Option 3

4.3

Additional calls in preexisting services along
Chat Moss line to the
south of Leigh. Site
close to Kenyon.

++

TfGM Option 1B

4.4

Additional trains from
Manchester Victoria to a
new station on the Chat
Moss Line to be
determined - select best
performing station option
of three above

As Chat Moss
Culcheth or Chat
Moss Glazebury.
Services either
terminate here from
Victoria or continue
onwards.

Platform on either up or down Chat Moss, or a bay platform.
Crossover to allow trains to reverse
Associated Signalling for train reversal
Culcheth to Victoria: 20.5 minutes
Glazebury to Victoria: 18.5 minutes

Station could serves Liverpool and
Manchester.
Minimal infrastructure needed for
through trains i.e. 2 platforms.
Fast rail journey time to Victoria: 20.5
or 18.5 minutes

++

4.5

Additional trains from
Manchester Piccadilly to As Chat Moss New
a new station on the Chat Stn 1 for Victoria read
Moss Line to be
Piccadilly
determined (2)

Platform on either up or down Chat Moss, or a bay platform.
Crossover to allow trains to reverse
Associated Signalling for train reversal
Culcheth to Piccadilly: 19 minutes
Glazebury to Piccadilly 17 minutes

Journey time impact to through trains.
Station is not close to population and
drive routes are direction from north.
Station in Warrington Borough.

-Journey time impact to through trains.
Station not in population centre.
Station in Warrington Borough
Leigh road traffic to station would have
to pass through Glazebury village.
Green belt area.

Journey time impact to through trains.
Station not in population centre.
Station will be in Warrington Borough.
Station would need to be close to
Kenyon so avoiding spur junction,
Area is greenbelt.

--

+
Park and ride service to Leigh. Existing buses
pass the site.
Case for station could be bolstered by including
Warrington area traffic and sourcing Park and
Ride business from the East Lancs Road.

++
Park and ride service to Leigh but drive routes
not direct. No bus service pass site - need for
shuttle service
Case for station could be bolstered by including
Birchwood, Croft, Warrington area traffic. Also
links to developments in Lowton / Aspull area.

+

Extra infrastructure required for
terminating trains, possibly including a
new bay platform.
Turnback movements would take up
New services could extend beyond Manchester
additional capacity.
Park and ride service to catchments north and
Additional trains would not serve
south of the stations.
Liverpool, and if through trains do call,
there is no real need for terminating
services.
Additional Units required.

--

Extra infrastructure required for
terminating trains, possibly including a
Station could serves Liverpool and
new bay platform
Turnback movements would take up
Manchester.
additional capacity
Minimal infrastructure needed for
through trains i.e. 2 platforms.
Additional trains would not serve
Fast rail journey time to Piccadilly 19 or Liverpool, and if through trains do call,
17 minutes
there is no real need for terminating
services.
Additional Units required.

++

Park and ride service to Leigh - more direct
access via A574
Case for station could be bolstered by including
Warrington area traffic and sourcing Park and
Ride business from the East Lancs Road.
Possible transfer of demand from Glazebrook
area.

--

+

TOC's may object to journey time
extension.
Slower train may not fit in with time
table elsewhere.

-TOC's may object to journey time
extension
Slower train may not fit in with time
table elsewhere.

-TOC's may object to journey time
extension.
Slower train may not fit in with time
table elsewhere.

--

Station would be in Warrington

0

New services could extend beyond Manchester,
Station would be in Warrington
interchange to wider range of services regionally
and nationally.
Unable to turn back at Piccadilly
Park and ride for wider area catchment north and
through platforms
south of the station.

++

-

Lowest capital and operating
Infrastructure is only station.
costs. Concern is the level of
Fewest planning issues. Need to
new demand generated and the
find adjsuted path to fit into network. possible loss of through
passenger revenue.

++

+

Lowest capital and operating
Infrastructure is only station.
costs. Concern is the level of
Fewest planning issues. Need to
new demand generated and the
find adjsuted path to fit into network. possible loss of through
passenger revenue.

++

+

Lowest capital and operating
Infrastructure is only station.
costs. Concern is the level of
Fewest planning issues. Need to
new demand generated and the
find adjsuted path to fit into network. possible loss of through
passenger revenue.

++
Infrastructure is only station.
Fewest planning issues. Need to
find new path to fit into network.

+

Infrastructure is only station.
Fewest planning issues. Need to
find new path to fit into network.

+

+
Low capital and but new
operating costs. Concern is the
level of new demand generated
to cover operating costs.

0
Low capital and but new
operating costs. Concern is the
level of new demand generated
to cover operating costs.

0
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Table 3.1 - Results of MCA: Other Options
Key

Ref

Scheme

Description

Key Features

Strengths

+++
--Weaknesses

Large Positive Score
Large Negative Score

Opportunities

++
-Threats

Moderate Positive Score
Moderate Negative Score

Deliverability

+
-

Small Positive Score

0

Neutral

Small Negative
Score

X

Potential Showstopper

Affordability

Capital Costs

Operating
Costs

Demand
including Mode
Shift

Benefits

Extremely expense option, high
capital costs - many new
strcutures and new track.
Operating costs could be
minimised if services diverted
from Chat Moss line, but longer
end to end travel time for
through passengers is likely to
result.

Very High

High /
Medium

Medium

Medium

Very High

High /
Medium

Medium

Medium

Other Options

5.1

Busway via Moorside

Manchester facing junction on the Atherton Line 0.5 miles
west of Moorside.
Train service alongside ~7 mile branch. Some doubling probably required.
busway alignment from Full signalling required due to more than one train on branch.
former Leigh Goods
Electrification may not be required.
station site, diverging Leigh to Junction 11 minutes.
north alongside M60 to Time on branch 27 minutes.
join the Atherton line Single track branch supports max 2 trains per hour.
into Manchester
Leigh to Moorside 12 minutes.
around Moorside
Moorside to Victoria is 20 minutes .
Total journey time is 32 minutes.
station.
Round trip time 74 minutes.
3 units for 2 tph.

Busway via Eccles

Manchester facing junction on the Chat Moss Line 0.25 miles
west of Eccles.
~8 mile branch. Some doubling probably required.
Full signalling required for likely hood of more than one train
Train service along
on branch.
busway alignment from Electrification may not be required.
former Leigh Goods
Leigh to Junction 12.5minutes.
station site along
Time on branch 30 minutes.
original alignment to
Single track branch supports max 2 trains per hour.
Eccles station.
Leigh to Eccles 13 minutes.
Eccles to Victoria is 13 minutes .
Total journey time is 36 minutes.
Round trip time 82 minutes.
3 units for 2 tph.

Uses old railway alignment towards
Manchester.
Station would be centrally located in
Leigh.
Possible station site at Tyldesley.

--

5.2

Uses old railway alignment towards
Manchester.
Station would be centrally located in
Leigh.
Possible station site at Tyldesley.

--

Substantial 'Rail side' infrastructure
required.
Some double track required.
Possibly insufficient capacity via the
Atherton Line.

--

Substantial 'Rail side' infrastructure
required.
Tunnelling or extensive demolition
required in Worsley and Eccles.

--

Extensive earthworks required to cross
the motorway
Not enough space next to busway.
Many issues for new alignment.
Integration with busway resulting in more demand
May more heavily abstract from the
Difficult to deliver in the town centre.
and higher benefits.
busway than other options. Compete May not fit with bus way alignment.
with the busway for trips to the regional
centre.

+

--

---

Demolition possibly required in Worsley
Eccles is unlikely to be acceptable.
Many issues for new alignment.
Integration with busway resulting in more demand Not enough space next to busway
Difficult to deliver in the town centre.
and higher benefits.
without acquisition of more land.
May not fit with bus way alignment.
Very likely to more heavily abstract
from the busway than other options.

+

--

---

Extremely expense option, high
capital costs - many new
strcutures and new track.
Operating costs could be
minimised if services diverted
from Chat Moss line, but longer
end to end travel time for
through passengers is likely to
result.

-
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3.5

Demand Analysis
Travel demand within the Leigh catchment has been assessed using the following
two datasets:
•
•

Census 2001: Journey to Work Dataset
National Rail Travel Survey (NRTS) for 2006/07.

Census 2001: Journey to Work Dataset
Only the key findings of this analysis are presented within this report, Appendix B
should be referred to for further details.
The number of people living within a likely catchment of each of the new station
options has been estimated from census data, plus how many of these people work
within the likely catchment of a destination station that could be served by service
from a station in the Leigh area.
The analysis has demonstrated that there are a low number of trips in the journey
to work data from the Leigh study area to a destination which may be served by a
future rail service. Particularly, there are very few rail trips, which is perhaps
understandable given that Leigh does not currently have a rail station and
therefore using rail would require an interchange journey to another station
outside of the town.
Additionally, the levels of people living within a typical walking catchment
(assumed to be 1km in this analysis) of the proposed options are very low and
emphasise the need for provision of either park & ride or public transport
interchange.
Table 3.2 demonstrates the population within the Leigh study area in terms of

•

Working within the potential catchment of a served rail station outside of the
Leigh study area (Destination: Catchment)

•
•

Working within the Leigh study area (Destination: Leigh)
All work trips (Destination: All).

The total number of journey to work trips from the Leigh study area to possible
stations served is fairly low in comparison to the overall numbers of journey to
work trips. The proportion is 7.6% (2,795 people). A total of 45.1% (16,506 people)
of journey to work trips are internal to the Leigh study area and are unlikely to use
a new station at Leigh in anything more than small numbers. The remaining 17,328
people work in areas that are unlikely to be served by a new rail station at Leigh.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of Leigh Journey to Work Trip Destinations (Journeys to Work per Day)

Origin

Destination

Total

Train / bus

Car Driver /
Pax

Leigh

Catchment

2,795

489

2,237

24

45

Leigh

Leigh

Leigh

16,506

1122

8,430

3907

3,047

Leigh

Leigh

All

36,629

2820

25,886

4543

3,380

Leigh

Cycle
Walk

Other

Origin

The mode share of car relative to public transport to various wards served by a
potential station in Leigh is summarised in Figures 3.2 – 3.3. Figure 3.2
demonstrates the absolute values of car and public transport numbers of journeys
to work, whereas Figure 3.3 provides the percentage splits of car and public
transport journeys to work.

Figure 3.2: Absolute Trips from Leigh Study Area to Destinations Potentially Served by Rail
(Journeys to Work by Ward)
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Figure 3.3: Mode Share from Leigh Study Area to Destinations Potentially Served by Rail
(Journeys to Work by Ward)

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 further demonstrate the dependency on car for journeys to
work from the Leigh study area and to areas potentially served by a future rail
service from Leigh.
The share of public transport however is higher to the larger cities and towns of
Liverpool, Manchester and Warrington, which is understandable given trends in
urban congestion and parking provision.
National Rail Travel Survey
Only the key findings of this analysis are presented within this report, Appendix C
should be referred to for further details.
The NRTS rail user origin and destination points are supplied at postcode sector
level, accordingly a catchment area for Leigh has been defined based on this
information also. Professional judgement has ensured that the scale of the
catchment is realistic.
Figure 3.4 shows the rail trip rate per working person in each catchment area. The
rate for areas to the south of the catchment is highest, at up to 0.06 trips per person
per day, with Newton, Birchwood and Glazebrook stations in these areas. Rates in
south Leigh and Pennington have the lower rates and no station within or close the
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areas. This is explained to some extent by the socio-economic characteristics of the
Leigh catchment, as shown in Figure 3.5 which show levels of income.
Figure 3.4: Rail Trips by Area within the Leigh Catchment
Rail Trips per Working Population
0.07

0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

Bank Heath +
West Golborne

Golborne

Lowton Common

Croft + North
Birchwood

Culcheth

Glazebury + SE
Culcheth

Pennington

South Leigh

East Leigh +
Higher Folds

North Leigh

0.00
West Leigh

Rail Trip / Population

0.06

Leigh Catchment Area

Figure 3.5: Levels of Income within the Leigh Catchment
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Figure 3.6 indicates the rail stations first used as part of a trip that has originated
from within the Leigh catchment, showing passenger demand in the AM Peak,
Interpeak, PM Peak and Evening time periods. Figure 3.7 shows the mode of travel
used to access the origin station.
The following conclusions have been drawn from analysis of the NRTS data:
•

Atherton, Newton-le-Willows and Birchwood are the main stations used by
rail passengers in the Leigh catchment area. Atherton is favoured by those in
the north of the catchment, and Newton and Birchwood by those in the south
of the catchment.

•

Manchester is the destination that attracts the largest amount of rail trips from
the Leigh catchment;

•

59% of trips that originate within the Leigh catchment and utilise rail travel
on their first train prior to 1000 hrs. The corresponding figures are 16% during
the Interpeak, 23% during the PM Peak and just 2% during the Evening Peak.

•

48% of trips that terminate within the Leigh catchment and utilise rail travel
on their first train between 1600 and 1900 hrs. The corresponding figures are
14% during the AM Peak, 28% during the Interpeak and just 10% during the
Evening Peak.

•

Birchwood, Atherton and Newton-le-Willows see the most demand of the rail
stations that currently serve the Leigh catchment.

•

There are only fairly limited records of rail users using public transport to
access / egress the stations that currently serve the Leigh catchment. Travel by
car and other modes (which include walking and cycling) dominate the access
/ egress from these rail stations. Atherton sees the largest amount of public
transport travel of all the stations.

•

Journey purpose data shows that 74% of journeys terminating within the
Leigh catchment do so in order to reach home and 12% to reach their normal
workplace. In the opposite direction (trips that originate within the Leigh
catchment) 26% are seeking to reach home and 35% to reach their normal
workplace.

•

Across Greater Manchester 89% of rail journeys to a normal workplace walk
to both the origin rail station and from the destination rail station. This
demonstrates the importance of locating any new rail station facilities within
walking distance of employment opportunities.
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Figure 3.6: Origin Rail Station Demand (from trips utilising rail with an ultimate origin within the Leigh Catchment)
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Figure 3.7: Mode of Travel used to Access Origin Rail Station
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3.6

Preferred Options for Appraisal
Option 1 - Pennington to Manchester Victoria Service
Pennington – Eccles – Salford Central- Victoria 2tph service per direction. Run time
of 20-24 minutes.
Option 2 - Warrington to Manchester Victoria via Pennington
As Option 1 but with the service extended to Newton-Le-Willows – Earlestown –
Warrington Bank Quay. Run time for Pennington to Warrington Bank Quay is 18
minutes.
Option 3 - Pennington Station with Light Rail Shuttle Service
A Parry People Mover, linking Kenyon station to Pennington Station, and then
through to Leigh Town centre is assumed. The service will be 4km in length,
operate 2tph per direction.
Option 4 - New Station at Glazebury
New station at Glazebury, with 2tph per direction, served by with 1tph Manchester
- Liverpool slow service, and 1tph Manchester – Chester service calling at the
station. No other stations will lose a service or additional run time will be incurred.
Option 5 - New Station at Kenyon
New station at Kenyon, with 2tph per direction, served by with 1tph Manchester Liverpool slow service, and 1tph Manchester – Chester service calling at the
station. No other stations will lose a service or additional run time will be incurred.
Additional highway link to the station from the East Lancashire Road to be
provided, plus additional bus shuttle service to serve the station from Culcheth,
Golborne, Lowton, Pennington and Leigh.
The shuttle services are required to provide access to the station for non-car users,
as the walk distances to the station are long (over 2km) from the nearest residential
areas. The Kenyon station would be heavily dependant on car access and may not
fully support the emerging transport strategies in the borough.
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4

Preferred Option Costs

4.1

Introduction
This Chapter of the report summarises the costs of each of the preferred options.
The costs of infrastructure, signalling, station, facility costs. Also included are costs
for park and ride provision, shuttle bus and Parry People Mover (PPM) links and
the highway improvements associated with each scheme.
Allowances are made in the costs for project management and development costs,
Network Rail costs, risk and contingency. In addition, the level of optimism bias in
the costs at 44% is assumed as in accordance with the DfT’s guidance for the
appraisal of major transport schemes at the preliminary stage of development.
The principle rail infrastructure costs arise from the need to construct a new branch
between the Chat Moss Line and the station site. The original Chat Moss
connection diverged at Kenyon Junction and continued via Pennington to the old
Leigh West station. Much of this alignment has been re-used since the rail route
was first closed and now forms the link road into Leigh from the East Lancashire
Road. Nevertheless it still provides a reasonable corridor along which to construct
a new rail route.
In the new options envisaged the rail route would connect eastbound to the Chat
Moss line in order to face Manchester. The original westbound connection would
be needed if it is decided to serve Leigh as part of a new Warrington Bank Quay –
Manchester service via the new branch.

4.2

Rail Infrastructure Costs
Road-Rail Interfaces
Any new branch is likely to have to cross the East Lancashire Road. As this a dual
carriageway A road it is expected that a bridge will be necessary and that the level
of the road will be raised to carry it over the new railway, as there is insufficient
room for the railway to gain sufficient height to be carried over the road.
Tunnelling is impractical for the same reasons, as well as being more costly than a
bridge.
It is also envisaged that a level crossing will be needed over a minor public road.
No allowance has been made for footpath or private access crossings. It is assumed
that any such users will be diverted via local roads to alternative access points.
New Infrastructure Configuration
The branch will have the minimum infrastructure necessary to support each service
option as overlaid on the existing draft timetable. The line is assumed to be
electrified using the 25 kV AC overhead line system to be adopted for the Chat
Moss line and which is in use on the West Coast Main Line. This would allow any
new trains to be electrically powered from the start and make maximum use of
infrastructure enhancements that are already planned.
Signalling is assumed to be track circuit block, with bi-directional working on
single line sections. Junctions are assumed to be of the single lead layout where
possible to minimise the infrastructure requirements in the Kenyon Junction area.
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Unit Cost Assumptions
Infrastructure costs are based on previous Halcrow cost estimates drawn from
industry sources, Halcrow’s project experience and Spon’s guide to railway
industry costs. Where necessary these costs have been updated to account for
inflation compared with their base year. The following unit costs have been
applied:
•

Ballasted plain line track at £750/metre of new line

•
•

Single switches at £167k per additional unit
Overhead electrification infrastructure and equipment at £35/metre of single

•

track.
Signalling systems and equipment at £360/metre of new line

•
•

Track lifting for new junction works at £36/metre
Land purchase at £345 per square metre, assuming a high value due to

•

possible prime residential development land.
New level crossing at £1,525k per unit

•

New road over rail bridge at £2,605k per unit

Plain line track costs are assumed to include the cost of stop blocks at the new
station where these are needed. Land costs are assumed to be required for
sufficient space to lay the railway, given that the original railway alignment
property now forms a highway.
The costs for a new station on the Chat Moss line assumes that there will be no
need to alter track layout, add junctions or turnback facilities, or make any
alterations to signalling or electrification. All new infrastructure is therefore station
rather than railway infrastructure.
The total track lengths for options 1 and 2 are summarised below. The total length
for option 2 is nearly double that of option 1 due to higher proportion of the spur
needed to be double track. Hence costs such as land, track and electrification are
much higher in Option 2.
Option 1- Pennington

Option 2- Warrington

to Manchester Victoria
Service

Bank Quay to Manchester
Victoria via Pennington

Single Track

2,180

1,550

Double Track

150

1,630

2,480

4,810

Track Length in metres

Total Track Length

Project and Contingency Costs
The following allowances have been made for project and contingency costs as a
proportion of the total unit costs, that are considered appropriate for a study in the
preliminary stages of development:
•
•

Project management – 15%
Project development cost – 15%

•

Interfacing and commissioning costs – 15%
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•
•

4.3

Network Rail costs – 15%
Contingency (optimism bias) – 66%

Station and Facility Costs
Where a station is constructed in Leigh, it is assumed to be placed at Pennington in
the south-west quadrant of the junction of the A572 and A579 roads. At Pennington
an island platform is envisaged with two platform faces and a single point of
platform access at the terminating end of the platform lines. This reduces costs for
platform infrastructure and avoids the need for a footbridge or station crossing.
The station is assumed to be built to a ticket office, as demand forecasts exceed the
threshold of 250,000 passenger movements per annum for a staffed station to be
required. Current standards of compliance are assumed in terms of materials,
facilities and Disability Discrimination Act compliance. Stations costs are assumed
to have ramped access to the platform, minimum step distance to the train,
emergency call points and seating and shelters.
The station on the Chat Moss line is assumed to require two separate platforms
(one for each of the running lines). This avoids the need to slew the existing
running lines. A ramped footbridge is assumed in order to link the two.
Project and contingency costs are assumed to be the same as in the case of rail
infrastructure.
A breakdown of costs for each option can be found in Table 4.1.

4.4

Access Costs
Link Road to Kenyon Station - the route to Wilton Road is close to the old rail line
which is now used as an unmade farm road. There are no apparent complications
with the construction, hence the cost is £6.1m (2016 prices).
Glazebury Improvements – minor works may be required to address possible
local problems, hence a contingency for accommodation works for residents. Total
costs is £0.3m (2016 prices).
Park and Ride
The costs for providing park and ride spaces at each site is £3,500 per space based
on previous TfGM work. This cost includes for highway access and a high level of
landscaping as the proposed sites will be visible to local residents. The operating
and maintenance costs are assumed at £400 per space per year. .
Shuttle Services
The cost of operating the bus shuttle services to the Kenyon station stop are based
on the number of vehicle hours and kilometres operator, and unit cost per vehicle
hour. This costs staffing, vehicle fuel and maintenance costs. Total costs are £0.67m
pa for shuttle buses.
The cost of purchasing and operating the Parry People Mover PPM between Leigh
Town Centre and Kenyon station is based on evidence from similar schemes and
industry information. The cost of the scheme is £30.8m and £1.52m pa for
operating.
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Table 4.1: Option Capital Costs (all values in 2016 outturn prices)

Cost Item £m's 2016 Outturn Costs

Option 1- Pennington
to Manchester
Victoria Service

Option 2- Warrington
Bank Quay to
Manchester Victoria
via Pennington

Option 3- Kenyon
Station with PPM
shuttle service to
Pennington and
Town Centre

Option 4- New
Station at Glazebury

Option 5- New
Station at Kenyon
with Highway Link
and Shuttle Buses

£3.0

£3.0

£6.0

£4.5

£4.5

Heavy Rail Costs
Station
Track

£3.6

£8.9

£2.9

£0.0

£0.0

Infrastructure / Earthworks

£9.7

£11.2

£5.0

£0.0

£0.0

Signalling

£3.1

£5.5

£1.1

£0.0

£0.0

Electrification

£1.1

£2.1

£0.0

£0.0

£0.0

Land Costs

£6.7

£13.0

£5.8

£0.0

£0.0

Project Costs

£16.0

£26.0

£4.4

£2.2

£2.2

Optimism Bias (66%)

£18.0

£28.9

£15.2

£2.9

£2.9

Sub-Total

£61.2

£98.7

£40.4

£9.6

£9.6

Park and Ride

£1.8

£2.6

£1.5

£1.1

£1.5

Highway Link

£0.0

£0.0

£6.1

£0.3

£6.1

Access Mode Costs including OB 66%

Sub-Total

£1.8

£2.6

£7.5

£1.4

£7.5

Total

£63.1

£101.3

£47.9

£11.1

£17.2
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4.5

Operating Costs
Cost Elements
Operating costs are presented as daily operating costs compiled from the following
items:
•
•
•
•

Rolling stock lease costs
Traction power costs
Train crew costs
Track access costs

Costs are calculated on the basis on a half hourly service operated 16 hours per day
and seven days per week.
Rolling Stock Leasing
Rolling stock lease costs are based on estimated figures for Siemens Desiro stock
leased to South West Trains. These are similar to the Class 350 trains operated on
the West Coast Main Line by London Midland, and soon also to be operated by
Trans-Pennine on its West Coast services. It is not expected that such units will see
use on Pennington services, and in practice the Leigh service is more likely to be
operated by cascaded stock from elsewhere. Up to now Class 319 trains (operated
currently on Thameslink) appear the most likely candidates, but other options
could exist. Given that the planned cascade does not take into account a new Leigh
service it may not be unreasonable to assume a need for new additional stock as a
follow on order from other new build trains. The Desiro costs represents a current
best price option, and is inclusive of maintenance, which is carried out by the
supplier. Use of mid-life trains would see the cost broken down into lease and
maintenance elements.
Rolling stock costs apply per annum and are not related to usage of the stock each
day. Hence if stock is not used in off peak hours or on Sundays, there is no saving
in leasing costs unless the stock can be used on other services. This is very unlikely
as the demand for additional stock at such times is very uncommon given the
heavily biased peak hour travel demands on all lines into and from Manchester.
Traction Electricity
Traction power unit costs are difficult to obtain. Network Rail traditionally charges
a global traction energy charge to TOCs using electric trains, and this is based on
the rate at which NR pays for its electricity supply factored by modelled (rather
than measured) consumption rates for different traction types. While some
metering is now taking place, charging does not yet reflect this and no published
price per kW-hr or per mile for any train type is available. The figure used here is
therefore based on traction energy estimates prepared in per vehicle estimates
prepared for a single light rail vehicle of £0.24/mile (2011 prices). This has been
factored upwards for a 4 car main line train and a figure of £0.96/mile (2011 prices)
is used.
Train Crew Costs
Driver cost rates are based on Northern Rail’s rate for former First North Western
Drivers of £37,053 (2011 wages), 35 hr week (former Arriva Trains Northern drivers
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east of the Pennines have different rates and conditions). Sundays are paid at time
+ 2hrs. Six weeks leave and bank holiday entitlement is assumed and therefore
1610 hrs worked per year. Sundays are assumed to require 2 shifts. The average
hourly rate is increased pro-rata to account for higher costs on Sundays
Conductor costs are based on a Northern Rail conductor rate of £20,000, 35 hr
week. Sundays are paid at time +25%s. The sources for this figure may be less
reliable than for driver rates and there may be some variation on these costs in
practice. Six weeks leave and bank holiday entitlement is assumed and therefore
1610 hrs worked per year. Sundays are assumed to require 2 shifts. The average
hourly rate increased pro-rata to account for higher costs on Sundays.
Track Access and Electrification Asset Use
Track access charges are broken down into fixed and variable elements. The fixed
element has been based on £15k (2011 prices) per year annual charge, which is
calculated pro-rata from the current global fixed charge to Northern and based on
Halcrow’s estimate of existing Northern franchise track mileage by assuming
typically double track throughout the network served. Variable track access is
assumed to be £4.71 per vehicle mile (2011 prices), based on existing rates charged
for the Class 319.
Electrification asset usage charge is based on Network Rail’s rate of £1.13 (2011
prices) per vehicle mile for electric trains.
Maintenance of Infrastructure
Maintenance of fixed infrastructure has been calculated as an annual cost of 7.5% of
the initial capital cost. This is presented in Table 4.2 as broken down on a annual
basis.

4.6

Cost Summary
A summary of the headline costs for each option are provided in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.2: Operating Costs (all values in 2016 prices)

Cost Item £m's 2016 Outturn Costs

Option 1Pennington to
Manchester Victoria
Service

Option 2Warrington Bank
Quay to Manchester
Victoria via
Pennington

Option 3- Kenyon
Station with PPM
shuttle service to
Pennington and
Town Centre

Option 4- New
Station at Glazebury

Option 5- New
Station at Kenyon
with Highway Link
and Shuttle Buses

£2.82

£4.22

£0.05

£0.00

£0.00

Heavy Rail Costs
Leasing
Train Staffing

£0.73

£1.79

£0.38

£0.00

£0.00

Station Staffing

£0.09

£0.09

£0.15

£0.09

£0.09

Track Access

£0.13

£0.23

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Power and Electification

£0.45

£0.73

£1.04

£0.00

£0.00

Sub-Total

£4.22

£7.06

£1.62

£0.09

£0.09

Park and Ride

£0.13

£0.18

£0.10

£0.08

£0.10

Bus Shuttle Services

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.67

Sub-Total

£0.13

£0.18

£0.10

£0.08

£0.77

Asset Maintenance

£0.23

£0.23

£0.33

£0.33

£0.33

Sub-Total

£0.23

£0.23

£0.33

£0.33

£0.33

Total

£4.57

£7.46

£2.05

£0.50

£1.20

Access Mode Costs

Maintenance
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Table 4.3: Headline Costs for Each Option - 2016 Outturn Costs in £000’s
Option

Option 1- Pennington to Manchester
Victoria Service
Option 2- Warrington to Manchester
Victoria via Pennington
Option 3- Pennington Station with rail
shuttle service
Option 4- New Station at Glazebury
Option 5- New Station at Kenyon

Heavy Rail
Infrastructure
Costs

Other
Infrastructure
Costs

Total
Infrastructure
Costs

Heavy Rail and
Station Operating
Costs per annum

Other Support
Operating Costs
per annum

£61,226

£1,827

£63,054

£4,444

£126

£98,747

£2,558

£101,306

£7,288

£176

£9,645

£38,278

£47,923

£426

£1,628

£9,645

£1,420

£11,065

£426

£75

£9,645

£7,524

£17,169

£426

£772
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5

Demand and Revenue Forecasts

5.1

Introduction
The approach to demand modelling is defined in this Chapter, covering the
forecasts of passenger demand and revenue for each of the proposed options. The
forecasts reflect the following potential passenger markets:

•

Transfer from car travel.

•

Park and ride access to the sites.

•

Transfer from existing public transport modes.

•

Transfer from existing rail stations.

•

Generated demand effects from improved transport services in the Leigh
area.

Passenger demand generated and attracted to the Leigh area has been considered
for each option. Estimates of revenue are based on current fares (assuming RPI+1%
pa) and projected trip patterns. Sensitivity tests have been completed assuming
higher fares increases at RPI+3%.

5.2

Existing Transport Models
The approach was taken to maximise use of the existing TfGM GM-SPM2PT
(public transport) and GM Saturn (highway) models as these cover the core study
area. However a review of these models showed the need reflect wider demand
impacts to areas outside of Greater Manchester, notably to Warrington and
Liverpool, using additional methods and data, using a combination of generalised
cost data from SPM2PT and demand data from the census, NRTS and planning
data.
A key part of the demand forecasts will be park and ride. The locations of the
proposed stations will result in low walking rates from the catchment areas. Car
based park and ride will form the main access mode for trips using a station, hence
a separate model was developed to forecast this element of demand as it not part of
the main GM-SPM2PT and GMSaturn models.
In summary, the demand estimates for the proposed rail services are based on the
following methods:

•

Abstraction from existing public transport modes - for services to
Manchester SPM2PT model has been used for demand and cost savings, and
for services to Warrington and Liverpool, SPM2PT model has been used to
generate the cost saving per passenger, with demand from external data
sources.

•

Abstraction from car – forecasts for park and ride have come from the P+R
model developed for this study. This model use data from the GMSaturn
model and parameters from the wider park and ride assessments completed
within Greater Manchester.

•

Wider Behavioural Changes – based on TfGM Appraisal Template, and
covering generated demand.
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The forecasts have been benchmarked against demands at existing rail stations..
The results of this benchmarking exercise are reported in Chapter 8.

5.3

GMSPM2PT
This study has utilised the SPM2PT model for option testing purposes. The model
covers the whole of the Greater Manchester County and main settlements in the
immediate surrounding area, such as Warrington and Newton-le-Willows, and has
all heavy rail, Metrolink and bus services coded into the model network. Trip
matrices of passenger movements were developed from survey data, mostly
GMATS – Greater Manchester Area Transport Surveys, and models for the
weekday AM peak (0800-0900 hours) and average interpeak hour (1000-1500
hours) are available.
The models are 2008 based, with forecast networks and matrices available for 2016.
The networks include schemes in the Transport Delivery Programme (TDP), so
includes the Leigh Manchester Guided Busway project. This package of schemes
are in the “do-minimum” scenario against which each of the proposed rail options
has been assessed.
The following issues were checked in relation to the calibration and validation of
the model to ensure it is a robust platform for forecasting. Where necessary
adjustments were made to the base models and within the appraisal process to
reflect any major concerns:

5.4

•

Model zoning.

•

Local bus services stopping patterns, frequencies and journey times.

•

Rail service run times and frequencies in the corridor.

•

Rail demand at local stations and loadings on the Chat Moss line

•

Trip matrix and distribution.

Park and Ride Model
Given the importance of park and ride demand for access to the proposed stations,
a local park and ride model was developed using the similar approaches adopted
by Halcrow for other rail corridors within Greater Manchester.
The park and ride LOGIT model examined the scope for transfer from car “drive
all the way” trips to transfer to rail park and ride, based on the relative costs of
using each mode and the origin and destination of the trips. Estimates of the car
trips have been made from the GM Saturn Model, with allowances for underreporting of trips to Warrington and Liverpool applied using census data. Only car
trips paying to park in key centres are included in the models.
A catchment of 5km was defined around each proposed new station at Pennington,
Glazebury and Kenyon. The size of the catchment was defined from evidence of
park and ride trip patterns at two existing stations in the local area, Horwich
Parkway close the M61 junction 6 and Lea Green close to the M62 junction 7. The
destinations for trips are the core centres of Manchester, Warrington and Liverpool.
Allowance has been made in the forecasts for wider destination with an uplift in
forecasts of 73% based on census data.
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The costs of travel for each model included the following:

•

Car Drive all Way – travel time, fuel costs, parking charges;

•

Park and Ride – car drive to site, fuel cost, on train time, fare, wait time for
service and walk time from destination station.

It is assumed there is no parking charge at any of the new station park and ride
sites. This is consistent with other local station such as Newton-le-Willows,
Birchwood and Atherton.
The parameters used in the LOGIT model for estimating mode share between the
car drive all the way and park and ride given the relative costs of each, are taken
from the previous models developed by Halcrow for corridors within Greater
Manchester.
Demand forecasts were produced for the AM peak 8-9hour and Interpeak average
10-15hour. Daily demand estimates were factor as below, taken from evidence of
arrival and departure patterns at existing rail stations:

•

Daily parking demand = 3 * AM peak hour + 3 * Interpeak Hour

•

Weekly demand is weekday * 6.3, where Saturday is 0.8 of weekday and
Sunday is 0.5 of weekday

•

Annual Demand is weekly demand * 52

Estimates of number of spaces required was based on the following assumptions:

•

Turnover of spaces per day is 1.1 cars per space;

•

Busiest days are 20% more than average weekday;

•

Growth in demand of 20% is assumed for 15 years to 2031;

•

Number of spaces is then rounded up to nearest 50 spaces.

The number of rail passenger trips generated by park and ride is double the
number of cars generated, with an uplift of 1.2 for average car occupancy, i.e. 1 car
parked generates a total of 2.4 single rail trips.
If higher demand growth is assumed, then the number of parking spaces required
will increase, hence scheme costs will increase. The 20% growth above assumes
parking capacity by 2031.
The park and ride model does not forecast “kiss and ride” trips. Such trips are
included in additional demand estimates in the Appraisal process.

5.5

Demand Growth
The growth in modelled demand in the Leigh area has been derived using the GM
SPM2 model (LUTI - Land Use Transport Interactive Model) where transport
packages in the GM TDP – Transport Development Package, are modelled and will
attract trips to their corridors. The current 2016 matrices were used in the SPM2PT
option test runs.
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To reflect the proposed developments within Leigh area, a revised set of demand
growth factors was applied in the appraisal process using the development
information provided by Wigan and Warrington Councils. Benefits and revenues
were uplifted using the same factors.
Consultation was undertaken with officers of the Wigan and Warrington Councils
planning teams in order to ascertain the scale of development that is proposed
within the study area. This provided details of the required information for each
development site was established, as set out below, and summarised in Table 2.2.
•
•

Development name and location;
Development type;

•
•

Site area / number of units;
Expected implementation date (5 year phases to 2030);

•
•

Status of the proposal; and
Details of the current land use if a replacement.

The information was used to calculate the number of generated trips using
standard trip rates, assumption on replacement land use, model split and daily
flow trip estimates.
Figure 5.1: Comparison of Demand Growth Profiles
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5.6

Revenue Forecasts
The estimates of future rail revenue are based on standard methods developed for
previous work by TfGM. The average fare per trip is computed based on a mix of
different ticket types, including concessions, and peak and off peak tickets.
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The estimates of fare (Adult Return peak and offpeak) to each of the key
destinations for each station option are as in Table 5.1. The table includes fares
from the three main existing stations used within the Leigh catchment area.
The impact on revenue to existing rail and bus services is reflected in the
forecasting and appraisal process, as such changes can impact on levels of subsidy
required to operators from local and central Government, and are a hidden cost to
the proposed schemes.
Table 5.1: Peak and Off Peak Adult Return Fares
Origin and Destination
Stations

Manchester City
Centre

Warrington
Town Centre

Liverpool City
Centre

Pennington

£7.10 / £6.70

£5.70 / £5.10

£8.10 / £6.70

Glazebury

£5.90 / £5.30

£5.70 / £5.10

£8.10 / £6.70

Kenyon

£6.60 / £6.20

£5.00 / £4.40

£7.40 / £6.00

Newton-Le-Willows

£7.30 / £6.90

£4.30 / £3.70

£5.60 / £5.60

Birchwood

£7.00 / £6.30

£2.90 / £2.50

£7.90 / £6.30

Glazebrook

£5.50 / £3.30

£3.90 / £3.80

£10.10 / £8.10

Atherton

£6.80 / £3.60

£10.50 / £8.10 *

£9.80 / £8.80 *

New Stations

Existing Stations

Note: Existing Station Fares are from current 2011 National Rail website.
* no direct service

5.7

Demand Forecasts
The estimates of demand for each option are presented in Table 5.3. The
breakdown of demand by abstraction mode is shown, plus AM, interpeak, daily
and annual demands.
The other demand shown represents generated demand from travel times from the
scheme resulting in new trips made on the services, that were not made by bus, car
or rail before.
Table 5.3 shows the source of the demand, covering existing rail (direct access and
park and ride). The flows are illustrated in Figure 5.2.
Table 5.4 reports the stations where existing rail demand is expected to be
abstracted from to the new stations. Values are single trips. The flows are
illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Table 5.2: Demand Forecasts in 2016
Demand Forecasts

Option 1Pennington to
Manchester
Victoria Service

Option 2Warrington to
Manchester
Victoria via
Pennington

Option 3Option 4- New
Pennington
Station at
Station with rail
Glazebury
shuttle service

Option 5- New
Station at
Kenyon

Existing PT Demand

63

100

48

21

46

Park and Ride

57

78

46

29

46

Other Demands

26

38

4

3

6

Total

146

215

97

53

98

Existing PT Demand

29

52

29

12

42

Park and Ride

21

31

19

13

19

Other Demands

11

18

2

2

4

Total

61

101

50

26

65

Daily Demand - Boarders
and Alighters

1,250

1,920

900

480

1,010

Weekly Passenger
Demand

7,200

11,100

5,200

2,800

5,800

375,000

576,000

270,000

144,000

303,000

250

350

200

150

200

AM Peak Hour

Inter Peak Hour

Annual Total Passenger
Demand
Park and Ride Space
Requirements

Table 5.3: Source of Rail Forecast Demands
Demand Forecasts

Option 1Pennington to
Manchester
Victoria Service

Option 2Warrington to
Manchester
Victoria via
Pennington

Option 3Option 4- New
Pennington
Station at
Station with rail
Glazebury
shuttle service

Option 5- New
Station at
Kenyon

Existing Bus

111,000

186,000

120,000

43,000

48,000

Existing Rail

55,000

93,000

23,000

19,000

121,000

Existing P+R

42,000

59,000

35,000

22,000

35,000

New P+R

98,000

137,000

82,000

52,000

82,000

Other

68,000

101,000

11,000

9,000

18,000

TOTAL

375,000

575,000

270,000

145,000

304,000

New Rail

278,000

423,000

212,000

104,000

148,000

Existing Rail

97,000

152,000

58,000

41,000

156,000
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Figure 5.2: Rail Demand Source
500,000

400,000

300,000

200,000

100,000

0
Option 1 - Victoria

Option 2 - Victoria /
Warrington

Option 3 - Shuttle

Option 4 - Glazebury

Option 5 - Kenyon

-100,000

-200,000
Existing Bus

Existing Rail

Existing P+R

New P+R

Other

Table 5.4: Rail Abstraction Demands
Station

Option 1Pennington to
Manchester
Victoria Service

Option 2Warrington to
Manchester
Victoria via
Pennington

Option 3Option 4- New
Pennington
Station at
Station with rail
Glazebury
shuttle service

Option 5- New
Station at
Kenyon

Birchwood

17,000

27,000

46,000

17,000

63,000

Newton-Le-Willows

20,000

41,000

2,000

19,000

89,000

Atherton

59,000

60,000

8,000

0

0

Others

3,000

23,000

3,000

6,000

5,000

TOTAL

98,000

151,000

58,000

42,000

156,000
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Figure 5.3: Rail Abstraction Source
180,000
160,000

Station of Rail Transfer

140,000
120,000
Others

100,000

Atherton
Newton-Le-Willows

80,000

Birchwood
60,000
40,000
20,000
0
Option 1Pennington to
Manchester
Victoria
Service

Option 2Warrington to
Manchester
Victoria via
Pennington

Option 3Pennington
Station with
rail shuttle
service

Option 4- New Option 5- New
Station at
Station at
Glazebury
Kenyon

Option 1 of running a Pennington to Victoria half hourly service will attract 375,000
passenger trips per assume at Pennington, the equivalent of 1,250. Some 44% of the
demand is forecast to come from existing public transport service notably bus, with
38% of demand being park and ride. The remaining 18% of demand will be new
trips generated from the travel time saving and new destination opportunities
provided by the service. Overall, 26% of demand at the station would be existing
rail demand transferring from other local station, such as Atherton, Birchwood and
Newton-le-Willows. A car park of 250 spaces would be required at the station.
Extending the service to Warrington (Option 2) would add a further 201,000 trips.
A similar pattern of trips abstraction and generated demands is forecasts. The
Pennington station car park would have to increase to 350 spaces.
Operating a shuttle service between a new station on Chat Moss at Kenyon and
Pennington and Leigh centre (option 3) would attract 270,000 trips per annum.
Over 60% of trips would come from bus.
A new station at Glazebury (option 4) would attract 144,000 trips per annum, with
43% of demand from existing public transport, 51% from park and ride and 6%
from generated demand. A 150 space car park would be required.
A new station at Kenyon (option 5), with improved highway access and bus feeder
services, would attract 303,000 trips per annum, with 55% of demand from existing
public transport, 39% from park and ride and 6% from generated demand. Some
51% of demand would be existing rail passenger transferring from local station,
notably at Birchwood and Newton-le-Willows. The high demand from exisiting
public transport shows demand at the Kenyon station includes many trips using
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the proposed shuttle buses from Leigh, Pennington, Lowton, Golborne and
Culcheth. A 200 space car park would be required at the site.

5.8

Revenue Impacts
The estimates of revenue from the schemes are reported in Table 5.5, assuming
fares increase at RPI+1%pa. The results show the gross and net rail revenue (in
£m’s per annum), so reflect the existing rail abstraction effects. The net revenue per
rail trip (in £’s) in each option is reported.
The high percentage of new rail demand in Options 1 and 2 results in higher
revenue and revenue per trip. The new stations on Chat Moss attract many existing
passengers so the revenue impact is lower.
Table 5.6 shows the revenues against operating costs. All options show net
revenues fail to exceed costs, so all options would require a subsidy.

Table 5.5: Estimates of Revenue (2016 £m’s pa)
Revenue Forecasts

Option 1Pennington to
Manchester
Victoria Service

Option 2Warrington to
Manchester
Victoria via
Pennington

Option 3Option 4- New
Pennington
Station at
Station with rail
Glazebury
shuttle service

Option 5- New
Station at
Kenyon

Gross Revenue 2016 £m’s

£2.6

£3.6

£0.6

£0.4

£1.5

Net Revenue 2016 £m’s

£1.6

£2.2

£0.4

£0.3

£0.6

Net Revenue per Trip £’s

£4.35

£3.92

£1.53

£1.85

£1.98

Table 5.6: Estimates of Operating Subsidy (2016 £m’s pa)
Revenue Forecasts

Option 1Pennington to
Manchester
Victoria Service

Option 2Warrington to
Manchester
Victoria via
Pennington

Option 3Option 4- New
Pennington
Station at
Station with rail
Glazebury
shuttle service

Option 5- New
Station at
Kenyon

Gross Revenue

£2.6

£3.6

£0.6

£0.4

£1.5

Net Revenue

£1.6

£2.2

£0.4

£0.3

£0.6

Operating Cost

£4.6

£7.5

£1.8

£0.5

£1.2

Subsidy

£2.9

£5.2

£1.4

£0.2

£0.6

Note: All values in 2016 values in £m’s
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5.9

Other Impacts
Travel Time Savings
Example of travel time and cost savings from the Pennington station are shown in
Table 5.7, for a trip to Manchester St Peter’s Square and Victoria station area.
The rail service offers between 7 and 45 generalised cost minutes saving. The
savings are in on-vehicle time and boarding / interchange, with walk, wait and fare
all increasing for using the new train service.
The changes are as expected, with the train being faster than the bus so offering
lower on-vehicle times. However the rail station is further to walk to than a local
bus stop and the frequency of service is lower, so wait time for the service is higher.
Rail fares are also more expensive than bus fares per kilometre travelled.

Table 5.7: Example of Travel Time Savings for Pennington Options

Scenario

Walk Time

On-Vehicle
Time

Wait time

Boarding and
Interchange
Penalty

Fare in GC
mins

Total
GC minutes

Pennington to St Peter’s Square
No Rail at
Pennington

60

44

11

10

12

137

With Pennington
– Victoria Service

68

21

23

0

19

130

Change

8

-23

12

-10

7

-7

No Rail at
Pennington

24

38

29

15

34

141

With Pennington
– Victoria Service

33

21

23

0

19

96

Change

9

-17

-6

-15

-16

-45

Pennington to Victoria

Leigh Guided Busway Impacts
The impact of LSM of each proposed rail option is summarised in Table 5.8. All
options will reduce demand of the LSM with the options of a station in Pennington
having the largest reductions.
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Table 5.8: LSM Impacts
Option

Annual Demand
Changes

Percentage Reduction

Option 1- Pennington to Manchester Victoria Service

-73,000

-12.2%

Option 2- Warrington to Manchester Victoria via Pennington

-94,000

-15.7%

Option 3- Pennington Station with rail shuttle service

-18,000

-2.4%

Option 4- New Station at Glazebury

-12,000

-1.6%

Option 5- New Station at Kenyon

-38,000

-4.9%

Train Loading Impacts
The forecast change in rail passenger demand in the AM peak hour in 2016 on the
approach to Patricroft station is shown in Table 5.9. The increase in capacity from
new services are part of the proposed options is also shown in the table.
Table 5.9: Rail Capacity Issues
Option

Increase in
Demand

Percentage
Increase

Increase in Capacity
from New Services

Option 1- Pennington to Manchester Victoria
Service

106

7.2%

500

Option 2- Warrington to Manchester Victoria via
Pennington

106

7.2%

500

Option 3- Pennington Station with rail shuttle
service

45

3.1%

0

Option 4- New Station at Glazebury

27

1.8%

0

Option 5- New Station at Kenyon

82

5.6%

0

Reduction in Car Trips
With the introduction of the proposed rail services, the number of car kilometres
forecasts to be removed from the highway network to key centres is as below.
Table 5.10: Impacts on Car Kilometres
Option

Car Kilometres
2016 Annual Forecasts

Option 1- Pennington to Manchester Victoria Service

3,473,000

Option 2- Warrington to Manchester Victoria via Pennington

6,009,000

Option 3- Pennington Station with rail shuttle service

445,000

Option 4- New Station at Glazebury

538,000

Option 5- New Station at Kenyon

728,000
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6

Economic Appraisal

6.1

Introduction
This Chapter of the report summarises the results of the outline economic appraisal
of preferred options. The value for money analysis covered economic appraisal,
which included the generation of DfT BCR values. Benefits of the options were
estimated using the SPM2PT and Park and Ride model (as described in Chapter 5)
and the standard TfGM appraisal template. Included in the template were revenue
impacts for all public transport modes and scheme costs, including capital,
maintenance, renewals and operating costs, and reflect the required of DfT’s
WebTAG and Network Rail’s GRIP processes.

6.2

Economic Appraisal
The value for money of each scheme is expressed by the Benefit to Cost Ratio
(BCR). The calculation of the BCR is based on the TfGM appraisal template used to
assess a range of schemes. The appraisal is completed over a 60 year scheme
lifetime (assumed to be 2016 to 2075). Benefits are inflated over this period as
values of time increase (in accordance with DfT’s WebTAG), increase traffic
congestion, public transport fare increases at RPI+1%, and costs are inflated based
on construction and rail industry guidance.
All values in the economic appraisal are expressed in 2002 prices and values, as
required by DfT’s WebTAG.
The benefits of the scheme include the following:

•

User Benefits - time savings (terms generalised travel costs as it includes walk,
wait, in-vehicle, interchange and fare elements of a journey) offered to
passengers as a result of the proposed rail route and service. Examples of the
time savings are shown in section 5.9, and show the train is faster than the bus
so offering lower on-vehicle times. However the rail station is further to walk
to than a local bus stop and the frequency of service is lower, so wait time for
the service is higher. Rail fares are also more expensive than bus fares per
kilometre travelled.

•

Non-User Benefits - decongestion on the highway network from car users
switching to use rail, resulting is less traffic congestion in the future on route to
the key centres of Manchester, Warrington and Liverpool. Congestion benefits
are assumed to increase over time as highway journey times increase with
more traffic using the networks. Non-user benefits also include savings is
accidents, and less noise and reduced vehicle emissions from less congestion
and traffic.

•

Bus Operator Impacts – reflects change in revenue and operating costs as a
result of the rail schemes. For most options, the impact is negative as bus
passengers switch to rail, so the bus operator will get less revenue. For Option
5, with feeder buses provided, the impact is positive as the extra revenue
generated will cover costs.

•

Rail Revenue – the net revenue gain to the operator from the farebox revenue
is reported, including the impact of existing rail passengers transferring from
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other services, so adding no extra revenue to the overall network totals. Rail
fares are assumed to grow at RPI+1% to year 2031.

•

Rail Operating Costs – the costs, as defined in Table 4.2, are reported over 60
years in the appraisal. Inflation and real cost increases are reflected in the costs.

•

Grant Subsidy – this value is the difference in the rail revenue and operating
costs, where the former is less than the latter, showing the level of additional
funding support the service would require to be operated.

•

Indirect Tax Changes – the impact to the Government of less fuel duty tax
from less traffic on the roads and less fuel purchased as car users switch to
using the train, is reflected as a negative benefit of the scheme.

•

The benefits of the scheme are summed to form the Present Value of Benefits
(PVB). All values are reported in 2002 prices and values.

The costs of the scheme are expressed as

•

Government Capital costs – costs are reported in Table 4.1. The costs assuming
a construction year of 2015, and scheme opening in 2016.

•

Government Subsidy – the same subsidy value as reported in the benefits,
reflecting the difference in revenues and costs.

•

The costs of the scheme are summed to form the Present Value of Costs
(PVC). All values are reported in 2002 prices and values.

The two main values reported for each scheme are as below:

•

Net Present Value, NPV = PVB – PVC

•

Benefit to Cost Ratio, BCR = PVB / PVC

A BCR value, after allowing for optimism bias, of over 2.0 is required by DfT for a
scheme to be considered for funding. Values below 2.0 are seen as “low”, values
between 2.0 and 4.0 are “high” and values over 4.0 are “very high”.

6.3

Appraisal Results
The results are presented in Table 6.1, with sensitivity tests in Table 6.2 for Option
2 and Table 6.3 for Option 5. All results are presented in 2002 prices and values, as
required in a funding submission to the DfT.
The key points to note from the results in Table 6.1 are listed below:

•

The economic appraisal of the options shows Options 1,2 and 3 to have a very
poor case, with the DfT BCRs being all less than 1.0. The benefits of these
schemes are well below the costs, hence all show no value for money.

•

The new station options 4 (Glazebrook) and 5 (Kenyon) on the Chat Moss line
show BCRs of 1.25 and 1.40, so are “low” value for money respectively using
the DfT criteria.

•

No scheme exceeds the critical DfT value of 2.0.
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Table 6.1: Economic Results for Options (All results at 2002 prices and values in £000’s)

Option 1- Pennington
to Manchester
Victoria Service

Option 2- Warrington
Bank Quay to
Manchester Victoria
via Pennington

Option 3- Kenyon
Station with PPM
shuttle service to
Pennington and Town
Centre

Option 4- New
Station at Glazebury

Option 5- New
Station at Kenyon
with Highway Link
and Shuttle Buses

User Benefits

23,036

39,852

1,384

3,900

4,747

Non-User Benefits

50,966

90,965

6,535

7,892

10,688

Bus Operator Impacts

-9,310

-12,103

-2,799

-1,783

5,528

Rail Revenue

34,182

46,515

8,661

5,585

12,584

Rail Operating Costs

-70,701

-115,625

-31,548

-7,454

-18,260

Grant Subsidy

36,520

69,110

22,887

1,869

5,676

Indirect Tax Change

-4,098

-7,090

-367

-693

-964

Present Value of Benefits (PVB)

60,593

111,623

4,753

9,316

19,999

Value in £m's in 2002 prices and
values

Benefits

Costs
Government Capital Costs

31,768

51,041

24,145

5,575

8,650

Government Subsidy

36,520

69,110

22,887

1,869

5,676

Present Value of Costs (PVC)

68,288

120,151

47,032

7,444

14,326

Net Present Value (NPV)

-7,694

-8,528

-42,279

1,872

5,673

0.89

0.93

0.10

1.25

1.40

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR)
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6.4

Sensitivity Tests
The following sensitivity tests have been completed on the tests as below, with
results presented in Table 6.2. All tests were completed on Option 2 – Victoria to
Pennington – Warrington Bank Quay service and Option 5 - Kenyon Station.

•

Assuming rail fares increase at RPI+3%, instead of RPI+1%, will reduce the
subsidy of service, though the change in BCR for option 1 would be same
given the size of the overall subsidy required. . Option 2 BCR would be 1.01
and Option 5 would be 2.02.

•

The effect of excluding a booking office and staff at stations has a marginal
impact on the case, as the overall cost savings are small. Option 2 BCR would
increase to 0.97 and Option 5 BCR would increase to 1.48.

•

Assuming less new rolling stock is required for Option 2, so 3 car units
instead of 4 car units (assuming the former is available) would reduce leasing
costs by 25%. The BCR would increase to 1.10 from 0.93.

•

Assuming lower capital costs (as estimated by Stobart at £41m excluding OB –
a saving of 26%) would increase the BCR from 0.93 to 1.05 for option 2. The
capital cost is about 25% of overall scheme costs, with operating and
maintenance being 75% of the total, hence the impact of savings of 26% in
capital cost do not change in the BCR significantly.

•

An hourly service from Warrington - Pennington to Victoria, and assuming
the Stobart Costs, the BCR for the scheme will increase to 0.93, from 1.16.
There is a substantial reduction in operating costs, but demand, revenue and
benefits are also reduced as an hourly service is less attractive than a half
hourly service.

•

Development Assumptions - Review of development assumptions (see
section 5.5) produced an optimistic demand growth profile. The higher
development growth assumptions will increase the BCR to 1.48, assuming
hourly service and Stobart costs. The assumptions in this case are considered
very risk, with lowest costs and highest demand, so is the extreme estimate of
the BCR.

•

The case for Option 5 Kenyon Station will reduce if greater disbenefit is
assumed to through passengers (4 minutes from the 2 minutes in the base
case) from the extra stop. The BCR will be 1.03.

•

The case will also reduce if fewer bus shuttle services are provided to the
station, so services from Lowton, Golborne and Culcheth are excluded. The
BCR will be 1.09. Both tests show the case for Kenyon station is marginal.

•

Negative impact to through passengers on the Chat Moss service due to
increases in timetable from additional stop at new station (option 5). All
though passengers getting 3 minutes extra to their journey would reduce the
BCR to 1.28 from 1.68, hence show poor value for money.
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Table 6.2: Economic Results – Sensitivity Tests for Option 2 (All results at 2002 prices and values in £000’s)

Value in £m's in 2002 prices and
values

Option 2Warrington Bank
Quay to
Manchester
Victoria via
Pennington

Option 2 - Fares
at RPI+3%

Option 2 Exclude Staffing
and Booking
Office

Option 2 - 25%
Reduction in
Rolling Stock
Leasing Costs

Option 2 - Stobart
Costs

Option 2 Stobart Costs
with Hourly
Service

Option 2 Stobart Costs,
Hourly Service
and Higher
Growth

Benefits
User Benefits

39,852

36,664

39,852

39,852

39,852

31,483

36,835

Non-User Benefits

90,965

81,118

90,965

90,965

90,965

69,655

81,497

Bus Operator Impacts

-12,103

-8,565

-12,103

-12,103

-12,103

-7,355

-8,605

Rail Revenue

46,515

65,865

46,515

46,515

46,515

36,747

42,994

-115,625

-115,625

-111,578

-96,778

-115,625

-75,156

-75,156

Grant Subsidy

69,110

49,760

65,063

50,263

69,110

38,409

32,162

Indirect Tax Change

-7,090

-7,090

-7,090

-7,090

-7,090

-5,601

-6,554

111,623

102,126

111,623

111,623

111,623

88,182

103,173

Government Capital Costs

51,041

51,041

50,020

51,041

37,691

37,691

37,691

Government Subsidy

69,110

49,760

65,063

50,263

69,110

38,409

32,162

Present Value of Costs (PVC)

120,151

100,801

115,083

101,304

106,801

76,100

69,853

Net Present Value (NPV)

8,528

1,325

-3,460

10,319

4,822

12,082

33,320

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR)

0.93

1.01

0.97

1.10

1.05

1.16

1.48

Rail Operating Costs

Present Value of Benefits (PVB)
Costs
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Table 6.3: Economic Results – Sensitivity Tests for Option 5 (All results at 2002 prices and values in £000’s)
Option 5- New
Station at Kenyon
with Highway
Link and Shuttle
Buses

Option 5 - Fares at
RPI+3%

User Benefits

4,747

Non-User Benefits

10,688

Value in £m's in 2002 prices and values

Option 5 - Higher
Demand Growth

Option 5 Unstaffed Station
and No Booking
Office

Option 5 - Greater
Disbenefits to
Through
Passengers

Option 5 - Less
Feeder Services

4,367

5,554

4,747

1,187

4,043

9,833

12,505

10,688

9,686

10,851

Benefits

Bus Operator Impacts

5,528

5,086

6,468

5,528

6,047

-71

Rail Revenue

12,584

17,820

14,724

12,584

11,405

7,200

Rail Operating Costs

-18,260

-18,260

-18,260

-17,621

-18,260

-12,417

Grant Subsidy

5,676

441

3,537

5,037

6,856

5,217

Indirect Tax Change

-964

-964

-1,127

-964

-873

-956

19,999

18,322

23,399

19,999

16,046

13,867

Government Capital Costs

8,650

8,650

8,650

8,477

8,650

7,538

Government Subsidy

5,676

441

3,537

5,037

6,856

5,217

Present Value of Costs (PVC)

14,326

9,091

12,187

13,514

15,506

12,756

Net Present Value (NPV)

5,673

9,231

11,212

6,485

539

1,111

Present Value of Benefits (PVB)

1.40

2.02

1.92

1.48

1.03

1.09

Present Value of Benefits (PVB)
Costs
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7

Funding and Delivery

7.1

Introduction
This Chapter of the report summarises issues relating funding and affordability of
the preferred options, and the overall delivery case.

7.2

Delivery Issues and Risks
Infrastructure Development
The rail industry is committed to the Northern Hub initiative in its entirety, as
presented in the Initial Industry Plan, as a means of easing capacity constraints.
The current scheme is already identified as leaving some junctions and corridors
close to their capacity limit, even without the addition of completely new services
above and beyond those already envisaged. This being so there may be reluctance
at Network Rail to accept additional trains if they consider that they may threaten
the operating robustness of the services already planned. Additional infrastructure
works not envisaged by this study may be required as a condition of the new
service, thereby adding to capital costs.
Capacity
The timetable to be enacted on the Chat Moss line after the completion of the
Northern Hub infrastructure enhancements is still to be finalised and could yet
take a form that is different from that provided by Network Rail for this study. This
state of fluidity of the future timetable is to be expected at this stage in the planning
for Northern Hub. Thus, it remains possible any workable solutions that may be
found in this study for introducing services to Leigh could be invalidated by future
changes to the post-Northern Hub train plan. Any future changes in train plan will
need to be reviewed to verify whether an additional Leigh service can be
maintained. Alternatively agreement would be needed with Network Rail to
endeavour to maintain timetable space for such a service in future alterations to the
overall timetable.
Passenger Franchise Operations
The future shape of passenger franchising is expected to perpetuate the existing
single regional franchise model, albeit there could be some minor changes to the
structure. The current Northern Rail franchise was let with no provision for
additional capacity or services. In spite of this there has been significant growth on
the north of England’s regional rail network. Some success has been achieved in
obtaining additional rolling stock and improving capacity at peak times, but
problems still remain. Any future franchise is likely to need to tackle this problem
as a priority, which may leave little scope for adding completely new services to
the network. The best chance for Leigh to regain a rail service could be if the
requirement is built in to the future franchise specification; if it is not then its
achievement may be subject to resource constraints created by the specification that
the future franchise operator works to.

7.3

Funding Options
Funding of transport infrastructure in the current fiscal constraints of the economy
is inevitably problematic. The McNulty report highlighted the need for increased
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efficiency in rail operation, and recent sounding from DfT has highlighted the need
for the railways to pay for themselves. DfT speakers at the recent West of England
Rail Conference emphasised that rail investment is still on the table, but that
schemes need to make a positive contribution to the operational efficiency of the
railway in financial as well as economic terms. In other words, we need to see
investment that can cover its operational costs through increased revenue.
The analysis undertaken for the Leigh rail options highlight that the revenue case
for schemes is limited. Setting that to one side for a moment however, the rest of
this section will consider what the potential funding routes are, and what the issues
surrounding them may be. In all cases though we would need to convince DfT and
ORR as overseers of franchise costs that the scheme options would not have a
negative impact on the wider rail industry revenue.

•

Major Scheme Business Case DfT – There is unlikely to be any new money
through the MSBC route until at least 2015. Schemes typically require a BCR
in excess of 2.0, and clarity on the need for ongoing revenue support as noted
above. This latter point would seem to be a serious issue for the success with
MSBC.

•

Network Rail Funding – Network rail set out their network development
aspirations through the RUS and the Initial Industry Plan (IIP), these
aspirations are then confirmed in the sense of what the Government wishes to
buy by way of the rail industry through the HLOS. In effect, there is a circular
argument here – a scheme needs to break into the specification of what NR or
DfT wish before having the potential to become included. At present the
Leigh options are not part of this argument for the region and would need to
become so in order to get funding through the NR control period route.

•

Other Government Funds – LSTF / RGF – From time to time central
government sets a policy agenda and allocates funds in support of that.
Current focus has been on projects (transport and non-transport) in support
of increases in economic productivity, and that unlock employment directly.
The funds typically set guidelines around which scheme objectives need to be
framed. A scheme such as Leigh would need to have a strong case around the
potential to unlock work opportunities, which seems unlikely, or that
demonstrates productivity gains, which is an option given the penetration of
the options into City Centre Manchester.

•

Developer contributions - S106 etc – Section 2 of this report highlights areas
of proposed development in the study catchment. These proposals provide a
useful source of additional demand for the scheme. Where transport
infrastructure can be shown to alleviate some of the traffic issues surrounding
a new development, there is scope to seek funds from the developer in
support. The key issue with the proposals presented is that in the vast
majority of cases, the S106 deals have already been achieved. Therefore,
unless further development could be unlocked by the transport scheme, this
source would seem limited.

•

Regional funding – prudential borrowing / regional funding pot – The final
potential source of funds is from regional government, either through
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prudential borrowing against future income streams from the railway, or to
directly tap into the Greater Manchester transport fund. For prudential
borrowing it would seem sensible that the local authorities are clear that
future revenues would be sufficient to cover their investment. There are
examples of new stations being developed by accumulating station access
charges and P&R revenue and paying it to the local authority as the operator
of the site - these streams of revenue being sufficient to cover the construction
and operating costs of the scheme. For Leigh, the sums involved would seem
sufficient to suggest the lower cost new station options could be funded in
this manner – however experience has shown that the DfT are still keen that
the revenue impact on the railway as a whole is cost neutral at worst.
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8

Benchmarking

8.1

Introduction
This Chapter of the Report summarises the benchmarking exercise on the demand,
revenue and benefit forecasts of the preferred options accessed. The exercise is to
demonstrate the robustness of the various forecasts against existing station
characteristics and behaviour.

8.2

Parallel Stations
Two parallel stations were identified, namely Horwich Parkway and Lea Green.
NRTS data requested for these stations has enabled the identification of key
characteristics.
Horwich Parkway
Horwich Parkway is located on the Bolton – Preston line and is close to the M61
Junction 6. It has a car park of 151 spaces for which there is no charge for rail users.
The characteristics of the station are shown in Tables 8.1 to 8.2, whilst Figure 8.1
illustrates the catchment of rail users at Horwich Parkway who have accessed the
station by either driving or being a passenger in a private car.
Table 8.1: Mode of Travel used to Access Horwich Parkway
Access Mode

Total Rail Demand –
Boarders

% Total

Car Driver

208

51%

Car Passenger

35

8%

PT

20

5%

Other

145

36%

Total

408

100%

Table 8.2: Horwich Parkway: Journey Purpose and Time of Travel (%)
Journey Purpose

AM Peak

Inter Peak

PM Peak

Evening

Total

Home

2%

11%

10%

3%

26%

Leisure

1%

6%

0%

0%

7%

Normal Workplace

46%

2%

0%

0%

48%

Other Business

8%

0%

0%

0%

8%

Education

3%

7%

0%

0%

10%

Total

60%

26%

10%

3%

100%
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Lea Green
Lea Green is located in Merseyside, approximately 2km north of M62, Junction 7. It
has a car park of 190 spaces for which there is no charge for rail users. The
characteristics of the station are shown in Tables 8.3 to 8.4, whilst Figure 8.2
illustrates the catchment of rail users at Lea Green who have accessed the station
by either driving or being a passenger in a private car.
Table 8.3: Mode of Travel used to Access Lea Green
Access Mode

Total Rail Demand –
Boarders

% Total

Car Driver

182

52%

Car Passenger

66

19%

PT

3

1%

Other

99

28%

Total

351

100%

Table 8.4: Lea Green: Journey Purpose and Time of Travel (%)
Journey Purpose

AM Peak

Inter Peak

PM Peak

Evening

Total

Home

0%

5%

2%

4%

11%

Leisure

2%

24%

2%

0%

28%

Normal Workplace

38%

2%

0%

0%

40%

Other Business

9%

1%

0%

0%

10%

Education

6%

6%

0%

0%

12%

Total

55%

38%

4%

4%

100%

Table 8.5 shows the car and non-car access mode splits for each station option
against the results for Horwich and Lea Green. The proportion of demand
outbound in the AM peak period (before 10am) as a percentage of all day
boardings are shown in Table 8.6.

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Car

59%

71%

46%

41%

45%

55%

41%

PT/Other

41%

29%

54%

59%

55%

45%

59%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Horwich

Lea
Green

Table 8.5: Comparison of Mode Access Splits
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Figure 8.1: Horwich Parkway Access by Car Catchment

Figure 8.2: Lea Green Access by Car Catchment
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Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

AM peak boarding

60%

55%

56%

54%

52%

53%

46%

Rest of the Day

40%

45%

44%

46%

48%

47%

54%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Horwich

Lea
Green

Table 8.6: Comparison of Boardings by Time of Day

8.3

Annual Station Demands
The annual station demands for existing Leigh area stations, the two parallel
stations and the proposed new stations is shown in Figure 8.2. Note the demands at
existing stations have been growth by RUS forecasts to 2016 and do not reflect any
abstraction impacts of the possible new stations in the Leigh area.
Figure 8.3: Annual Station Demands
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Figure 8.4 shows the AM peak loadings into Central Manchester on the Pennington
service in comparison to other lines in North Greater Manchester. The loadings for
the Pennington service are low in compared to other lines. As over 90% of the
forecast demand for the service comes from just Pennington station, unlike other
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lines were demand is from the number of stations, the overall line loadings are low.
This low level of occupancy is a measure of the revenue generated by the service
against the operating costs, and of the effective use of the rolling stock. Overall, the
Pennington service generates low revenue, hence the need for significant operating
subsidy, and is less effective use of rolling stock in comparison to other lines in
Greater Manchester.

Figure 8.4: Service Loadings into Central Manchester
Train Loading in AM peak 2016
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9

Conclusions and Recommendations

9.1

Conclusions
Study Approach
A range of options were considered and following a sifting exercise, a number of
preferred options were identified. The criteria for sifting the preferred options
included assessment of rail operational issues (reflecting the proposed Northern
Hub changes); policy fit, value for money, deliverability and affordability. This
sifting process was based on a standard methodology adopted for many major
transport projects seeking funding from central and local government.
Information used for input to the sifting process included data from the client
project team on planning issues and proposals, assessment of current travel
patterns in the local area, demand at existing local rail stations and evidence of
impacts from other new stations.
The preferred options were assessed in detail in terms of operational issues and
value for money. The former included discussions with Network Rail to
understand the current and projected capacity constraints under the proposals in
the Northern Hub Strategy.
The value for money case was based on the guidance for the development and
appraisal of major transport schemes, as defined in WebTAG - website for
Transport Appraisal Guidance, and GRIP – Governance to Rail Investment
Projects.
Rail Operations
The current draft 2018 timetable is very restrictive in terms of opportunities to add
trains to serve Leigh. This is not surprising as the timetable has been built to a
specification that did not include requirements for Leigh services and so did not
leave suitable gaps. That services are feasible at all is encouraging and it may be
possible to improve on the options examined herein, if they were considered at the
start of a future iteration of the Northern Hub timetable. This would have a
positive effect on capital and operational costs. However it may not be possible to
improve Leigh services without compromising other aims of the Northern Hub.
Scheme Costs
The costs of the preferred schemes varied considerably, with options to Pennington
where new rail infrastructure would be required resulting in a scheme capital cost
of £63.1m (2016 prices). For options with a new station on the Chat Moss line, the
capital costs were lower at between £17.2m and £11.1 (2016 prices). Operating costs
also varied greatly, with the Pennington station options requiring a new service to
the network at a cost of between £4.6m and £7.5m (2016 prices) per annum. Stations
on the Chat Moss line would be served by additional stops to the existing service,
so negligible extra operating costs are incurred apart from station staffing and
maintenance costs.
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Appraisal of Options
The forecasting of demand and revenue, and the subsequent appraisal of options,
has shown the Pennington station options to generate a strong level of demand that
is highly comparable to other stations in the area. Levels of passenger benefit are
also high, reflecting the travel time savings such options would generate. However,
given the significant costs of the schemes, the value for money case is weak, and
the economic benefits of options fail to significantly exceed the costs. For a scheme
to gain funding approval from the Department for Transport, the benefits must be
at least 2.0 times the costs. Hence, the option of a station in Pennington, with rail
link, would not pass the basic criteria of the most likely funding agency.
The options for a new station on the Chat Moss line show moderate demands and
benefits, especially where access mode improvements are provided through better
highway links to the site and a network of feeder bus services. The benefits of these
options are more than the costs but less twice times the costs, so such schemes
would be seen as low value for money by the Department for possible funding,
subject to more detailed development of the scheme and assessment of the
proposals. However, the case for the scheme is very sensitive to assumptions on
cost and the potential negative impacts to through passenger demand from
increased running times in the timetables to accommodate the additional stops. If
the latter is included, a station will not show value for money.

9.2

Recommended Strategy
Considering the findings of the study, the following recommendations are made
for further action should a decision be made to continue to promote rail
improvements in the Leigh area.
Regarding the Pennington station options, the costs of constructing a station and
spur, plus the operating costs of the new service are high when compared to the
projected benefits. Whilst the forecasting shows strong demand and revenue for a
station at Pennington, the net operating subsidy is high, meaning that it is
challenging to see how this option could be taken forward solely in a transport
context. A wider business case, which included regeneration benefits to Leigh,
could be explored in the context of supporting potential future funding bids, but
the significant gap between costs and projected benefits of the scheme must be
recognised.
The options for a station sited on the Chat Moss railway line station also have
overall benefits that are relatively low in relation to the costs, and fall short of
current DfT guidance for taking transport schemes forwards.
Recognising the challenges set out in the report, the ability to take any of the
options forward would require significant funding given the assessments against
DfT business case requirements. The actions below are suggested in order to take
advantage of any future funding opportunities:

•

Funding Routes. There would need to be an investigation of all possible
other sources of funding for the scheme, including for example funding
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sources related to regeneration programmes, or development-led
contributions.
The opportunities for new developments around the
proposed station sites are however limited by Green Belt and other
constraints. This study case has considered only the transport benefits of the
proposed options. There may be merit in the scheme being reviewed in
terms of the wider economic regeneration benefits (e.g. GVA benefits). Such
work was outside the remit of this study.

•

Operational Assessment. There would need to be a detailed assessment of
possible railway timetables (including the impacts to all services in the Chat
Moss corridor), and an understanding of any increased travel time to
existing passengers through additional stops or reliability issues. Issues
need to be assessed given the possible impact of other proposals in the
Northern Hub timetables, as the changes in the Leigh Area services may
have wider negative consequences.

•

Scheme Costs. There would need to be detailed surveys and more robust
estimates of costs, including capital and operating costs, to ensure all items
are covered and risk and contingency are fully reflected.

•

Baseline Demand. Given the high proportion of existing rail demand
forecasted to switch to using the new stations, a better understanding of
current travel patterns at these stations is suggested. Also, the forecasting
models used for the assessment are very focused on trips within and to
Greater Manchester; hence more travel data representing Leigh area trips to
Warrington and Merseyside should be collected.

Given the challenges associated with the options set out above there may also be
merit in examining options that improve access to existing railway stations.
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Technical Appendices

Appendix A - Technical Note on Rail Operations
Appendix B - Technical Note on Census Demand
Appendix C - Technical Note on NRTS Data
Appendix D – Cost Comparison
Appendix E – Double Track Operations
Appendix F – Detailed Cost Tables

The Technical Notes are documents produced during the course of the study and some elements
and assumptions may be superseded by information in the Study Report.
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